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Editorial

“Further Steps Towards Normal Living”, the theme chosen for

this year’s Annual Conference, was a natural follow-on to the

recent publication of the Foundation’s Handbooks ofCare written

by Hampden Inskip for the Leonard Cheshire Foundation as a

contribution to the International Year of Disabled People.

Handbook No. 1 is designed to be a helpful guide for all of those

working in our homes. To enable them to achieve a more

enlightened attitude and to provide greater resident and staff

participation with the home.

As we advance into the 1980’s, there is a new and positive

approach towards helping individual severely disabled people to

remain in their own homes. Handbook No. 2 provides us with a

look into the future and describes in some detail the way to set up

a Care Attendant Scheme. The Family Support Service is some-

thing new to this country, and it is encouraging that our Foundation

is amongst the leaders in this kind of care service.

We are now in a position to reflect on the previous year, the

International Year of Disabled People, and if it is felt that the aims

of the year were not successful, then it is up to us to ensure that the

many committees and groups that were formed in 1981, by and for

disabled people, continue with fruitful progression. The facilities

for the handicapped in the United States of America are described

in an intensely interesting article by john Evans. In slightly

different vein, mention is made of the Housing Association’s new

complex for the disabled in Bournemouth and a follow up to this

project will feature in the Spring issue of Cheshire Smile. There

must be something of interest to prompt readers to write—we

would like to hear about it.



 

Word from the Chairman

As I write this, the Annual Conference has just finished. In my

opinion, and I think that of everyone present, (there was a

wonderful turn out with a full house, including an admirably large

number of residents) it was a success.

A conference can be disappointing for two reasons. Either it is

dull and placid, with a lot of sweetness and light and everyone

agreeing with everyone else (a rare occurrence in Cheshire circles,

I may add!); or it degenerates into a bickering squabble with

everyone riding their own hobby—horse, and with blinkers on too.

This year we managed to strike a happy medium. Plenty of

discussion and argument but a constructive and understanding

approach by everybody. Thank you all for your contribution of

this success.

Ifl had to identify the two most pressing problems facing us for

1982 and the future, they would be financial sponsorship of

residents, with declining local authority resources, and the urgent

need for improved assessment facilities. We must all apply our

minds in particular to finding solutions; as well as paying serious

attention to the prospects and development of family support.

M

Maw»
Chairman
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Profiles

Sir Henry Marking, KVCO,

CBE, MC

Sir Henry Marking became Chairman of the

British Tourist Authority on lst September

1977, having been a member of the BTA’s

Board since the ETA was created in 1969.

Before his appointment as Chairman, Sir

Henry had been Deputy Chairman and Man-

aging Director of British Airways.

Sir Henry read law at University College,

London, and was admitted a solicitor in June,

1948. During the war he served as an officer

in the 2nd Battalion of The Sherwood

Foresters. Whilst in action in Anzio in 1944

he won the Military Cross.

As well as being a Trustee, Sir Henry is

Vice Chairman of The Leonard Cheshire

Foundation and Chairman of the International

Committee of the Foundation dealing with 116

homes overseas.

  

Priscilla Arnold—

International Secretary

Priscilla Arnold is International Secretary,

Personal Assistant to the International Direc—

tor and is involved with the work of offering

advice and guidance to the 116 Cheshire

Homes in 36 countries overseas. Her work is

mainly administrative, consisting ofprocessing

aid to the homes; recruiting and sending out

specialist personnel (i.e, physiotherapists);

purchasing and despatching special equipment

such as medical aids, gadgets, wheelchairs etc.

When overseas visitors come to the Foun-

dation she helps entertain them and often

arranges visits to a U.K. home. In some cases

care staff visit the U.K. homes for training

before taking up their positions in an overseas

home. All these details are arranged through

the International Office.

 



Wally Sullivan, Information

Officer

Wally Sullivan, Information Officer, deals

with enquiries from people wishing to become

residents of a Cheshire Home. He tries to

direct them to one which might be likely to

have a vacancy to save them the business of

working their way through seventy five homes.

Wally’s other duties include responsibility

for Head Office transport, building security,

health and safety regulations, and in the field

of public relations where he handles the pro—

duction side of the Foundation’s advertising

and printing.

  

Ann Sparkes

Ann Sparkes, Video Secretary, has overall

responsibility for the Leonard Cheshire Video

Programmes which will in future be distributed

by Concord Films Council in any format in

groups of three programmes per cassette.

Schools will be made aware of this and encour—

aged to hire them, and U.K. homes will also

be kept informed. 16 mm colour films have

always been distributed by CTVC and Con-

cord Films Council, and all matters relating to

orders for new films from the laboratories, or

for repair to sections of films, are channelled

through her. She also budgets for films and

Video Ann worked on the preparations for the

Cheshire Homes International Week, includ-

ing the placement of overseas delegates in

U.K. Cheshire Homes for one or two weeks.

 

International Director

Mr. Michael Palmer will take over from Ron

Travers as International Director on 9th

November after a short handover period.

Michael Palmer is 34 years old and is mar—

ried. Since he left Oxford University in 1969

he has been mostly concerned with working

with International organisations devoted to

relief work in developing countries. Since 1979

he has been working with a United Nations

Agency and he has been dealing particularly

with the activities of non—government organ—

lsations.

So much in our work depends upon good

personal relationships, and one of the most

important tasks for lVIicahel Palmer will be to

establish friendly contacts with regions and

Homes overseas. With many Homes spread so

widely throughout the world this will obviously

take some time, but I think that if he makes

two separate fairly extensive tours overseas

quite soon after he has joined us this will be a

splendid Opportunity for him to learn at first

hand of our work and to meet at least some of

those on whom it depends.

I look forward very much to having Michael

Palmer with us, and I know you will all give

hint a warm welcome and help in every way

you can.

Sir Henry Marking,

Chairman, International Committee  
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A Summary of the

Annua1 Conference 1981

Held at The Tara Hotel, London,

Saturday the 17th October

Opening Address by the Chairman, Sir

Christopher Foxley-Norris, GCB, DSO,

OBE, MA

There are two sad notes I have to announce

on this occasion. One is that Leonard

Cheshire, our Founder, is not able to be with

us. As Founder of an enormously rapidly

expanding Foundation, together with his

standing as a world figure, it does mean that

demands on his time are great. For example,

having been to Australia and New Zealand, he

is, in fact today, opening a new home in

Mississippi. He is then going to New Jersey,

where he will open another home, then on to

Washington where he will open yet another

home at Arlington. So I’m sure you’ll agree

that, although he deeply regrets that he cannot

be here, the work he is doing is enormously

important. We have received a telephone mes—

sage from him which reads, “Sorry not to be

with you today. In particular, I wanted to

thank you in person for the warmth and gen—

erosity with which you welcomed our overseas

delegates into your homes this summer. This

has led to a much deeper sense of all belonging

to one family and will, I hope and pray, bring

many benefits and blessings in the fulfilment

of the task we have set ourselves. I am with

you in thought and spirit”.

The second sad note is that Ron Travers has

resigned from the Foundation. He decided that

for family reasons, enough was enough. He

was living one of these separated lives so many

people have to live these days. He will be an

enormous loss. Some of you in the Foundation

will think of him as the International Director,

but the older hands will remember the part he

played for many years in the cementing and

building up of the U.K. Foundation, including

at one stage, being Head of the Counselling

Service. What perhaps is not always appreci—

ated by all of you is, effectively towards the

end, Ron was wearing three hats—one, as

International Director; two, as a very strong

link man with other charitable organisations in

this country and their various official bodies,

and three, as Leonard’s personal man-Sunday.

As far as International Directorship is con—

cerned, we have found a man who promises to

be an excellent successor. Michael Palmer,

who will take over in the first week of

November. As far as the other two responsi-

bilities are concerned, he will not be involved.

The liaison between this Foundation will

devolve upon the Director, which is really

where it belongs, he will be our front in all

other forms of organisation.

Leonard referred, in his message and to

some extent prompted me, to what I was going

to say about the International Year ofDisabled

People. I think there was a feeling among some

of the U.K. homes, a misinterpretation, that

this was the year of the overseas homes. That

is nonsense, because a U.K. home is as much

a part of the international scene as a home in

Panama, New Guinea or Brazil. They’re all

part of the international scene, and my fears

were allayed by what Leonard has referred to

as the splendid part that you all played in this

International Year.

There’s one point that I want to emphasise.

I was at a symposium of the Royal Society of

Medicine on the value, or otherwise, of these

years: the year of the Refugee, the year of the

Child and so on, and one of the dangers is

that, at the end of this year, people will say,

“Right, that’s dealt with disabled people”. Of

course it has not. It’s an on—going business

and it is frankly up to you all to make sure

that that doesn’t happen in your area.

As a special contribution to the IYDP, quite

apart from the International Week, we decided

that we would produce two handbooks to help

and assist people who are involved in work

with the disabled. One being on Residential

Care, the other on Family Support. This has

been a communal project, but the leading light

throughout, and in fact the scribe, has been

Hampden Inskip. I would like to pay a sincere

tribute on behalf of all of you on the introd-

uction of these handbooks.

Hampden has also helped to generate a film

on Family Support, and I’d like to emphasise

one thing. The fact that we are showing this



film, and the fact that our first discussion this

morning is going to be on Family Support,

does not indicate in any way that we are

switching from Residential Care to Family

Support. We are broadening our armoury. I

don’t think there is anybody that doesn’t sub—

scribe sincerely to the belief that what we must

help to provide for the disabled is multiple

options ofliving, and Family Support is one of

these options. So we must give each one its

consideration and each one its appropriate

priority, depending on the requirements of the

individual, That’s the important word, the

individual.

The Housing Association recently, after con—

siderable labour pains and a pregnancy, which

exceeded that of the panda in the 200 by

several years, has produced its splendid child

in Bournemouth. There are promising signs

on the horizon that we shall be given a lump

allocation on which we can compete more

favourably in the market, but it has been slow

progress. It is certainly not the fault of anybody

who is involved in the Leonard Cheshire Foun-

dation Housing Association. I am going to

leave the detailed finance to Peter Rowley, our

Honorary Treasurer, but I would like to

emphasise that, however favourable the situ—

ation may appear, it is local fund—raising that

remains the backbone ofour activities. It is the

one way in which we are unique. To put it

bluntly, the one advantage we have over other

charities, is the enormous importance of the

local associations.

There are a number of other points which

I know are going to be raised today, and that

many of them are relevant to the discussion

this afternoon on the handbook on Residential

Care. When it comes to that, it is not a

question of do we discuss the handbook, or do

we discuss the subject, that people will want to

raise. They are all more or less merged into

one and are raised by the handbook. We do

know how important assessment is. We, as

yet, have not produced a cut and dried sol—

ution.

We now have professional public relations

officers at headquarters and their position is

exactly the same as any other HQ officer.

They have a primary function of giving profes-

sional advice to the homes, and it is a waste of

the money we pay them if you do not consult

them. Please do so. Their second functioning

course is the central publicity with the Foun—

dation itself, and connected with that is the

Cheshire Smile, about which I’d like to say

something particular. Cheshire Smile is very

much your paper, and it is your business to

make it a success. The editors can’t make

bricks without straw. They depend on contri—

butions from the homes, and they also depend

on the homes subscribing with the magazine

and buying as many as possible.

Finally, a word about the new headquarters,

Maunsel Street. It is already too small! We

had enormous assistance from Keith Cook and

Richard Noble in ensuring that it is purpose

designed and, amongst other things, it does

have domestic accommodation, including facil-

ities for handicapped people. It is limited

accommodation, but please ask anyway if you

want to come there. Arthur Bennett is involved

in a much bigger project, which is an hotel for

the handicapped in London. But Maunsel

Street is, after all, your home, your head-

quarters. Please come and visit.

MR. PETER ROWLEY, the FOUN-

DATION‘S HONORARY TREASURER,

after discussing the Annual Report, empha-

sised the importance of keeping Home’s fin—

ancial records up to date, for mistakes occur

when these get into arrears. It was, he said,

advisable to have more than one person

involved in the dealings of any finances and to

make regular comparisons with, for example,

the bar and shop accounts of the home, to

have a statement of what is the average and to

compare the actual with this. If any difficulties

occurred it was stressed that help be sought.

The first session of the Conference com-

menced with a showing of the film on the

Family Support Services and from this arose
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the question as to whether the Foundation

intended to base this new scheme on existing

homes or did they intend to form a new body

in the locations? To which Mr. Hampden

Inskip, Chairman of the panel gave a brief

outline of the schemes and their development

at present.

In the second Handbook it is recommended

for future schemes, that separate committees

should be formed, thus enabling the scheme to

develop in its own way, Rosemary Hodge,

Roecliffe Manor, asked whether a resident

would be permitted to return to residential

care if the experience of living in the com-

munity had failed? The answer given was that

the place in the Cheshire Home should be kept

available for three months should the need

arise. Mrs. Tomlinson, Heatherley, queried

the need for more Cheshire Homes, she

thought there were enough residents capable

of moving into the community, thus leaving

more finances to fund the Family Support

Service. Mr. Inskip replied that in the future

anybody concerned with the development of a

service to meet the needs of the handicapped,

should first develop a Family Support Service,

then provide residential care when such ser—

vices prove inadequate. Sir Christopher

Foxley-Noris added that it was essential that

options be made available to the handicapped.

If an area was already served by a Cheshire

Home then careful investigation would be

made to the need for another home. It was up

to the local people to inform headquarters

where the priority lay. Mr. Inskip felt all

should be done to keep the handicapped person

in his own home. Mr. Robin Clucas, Murray

House, whilst appreciating that the best thing

for a resident was to live in his/her own home,

felt concerned that homes would end up with

heavier nursing care.Mr. Peter Evert said

there would always be a demand for residential

care but the question was being asked on the

differing role that Cheshire Homes may have

in the community in the future.

On being questioned about the funding of

a. Family Support Service, Mr. Inskip stated

that it depended on how valuable the Health

Authority and Social Services viewed the

scheme and how their financial situation fared

at the time. A grant of £5,000 was made to a

committee provided they put forward a sen-

sible scheme. After two years of assisted fund—

ing the scheme will have proved itself in

humanity and economy, that money would

then be made available from Social Services.

10

When asked on the training of care attend-

ants, Mrs. Hopcroft said the clients and rela—

tives were the best instructors. Care attendants

were not necessarily trained in Cheshire

Homes, but if a home was nearby it could be

an advantage.

In regard to a suggestion from Mr. Tony

Bedford, Spofforth Hall, that the schemes

employ people from the Youth Opportunity

Programme, Mr. Inskip said that it was an

attractive idea but there were dangers unless

it was understood precisely what was required

from a person employed under such a scheme.

The care attendant was providing personal

care and it needed someone mature to cope

with the inevitable pressures that arise.

After lunch the Conference continued with

a discussion on the Handbook on Residential

Care. Mr. Egar, St. Anthony’s, thought the

book was a splendid effort, but wondered

whether the whole philosophy of the Cheshire

Foundation was being changed by expecting

homes, who are autonomous, to follow guide-

lines, for if the enthusiasm and commitment

of the local people was to be maintained then

local autonomy must be retained. He also

queried the covering letter which asks homes

to clarify and report on changes which can be

made to fit the suggestions and guidelines.

This, he felt, had overtones of a bureaucracy.

Sir Christopher answering, pointed out that

homes were not really autonomous, for they

were answerable to headquarters when diffi—

culties arose, the Foundation was a partner-

ship, and to a point the homes had been guilty

by not informing headquarters about how a

home ought to be run. Directly guidance was

received from headquarters, the homes were

up in arms saying Leave us alone! It is not the

intention to interfere in the running of the

homes, but there had been a need for guidance

and this was why the Handbook on Residential

Care had been produced. Mr. Inskip replied

that instead of holding up the Singapore

Declaration and saying “over to you”, homes

now had this Handbook and he hoped that it

would become a firm baseline from which to

go forward to the future. When questioned

why he had used the word “should” frequently

in the Handbook, Mr. Inskip said that it was

the word Leonard Cheshire himself had said

should be used, meaning precisely what it says.

Mr. Paul Callahghan, resident Spofforth

Hall, was sure that the Handbook was what

residents had been waiting for and urged resi-

dents to acknowledge it. Mr. Norman



Whiteley, resident Athol House, agreed and

said many residents were not encouraged to

realise their capabilities, so they did not bother

to get involved within their homes, their com-

munity Or the Foundation. Without this par—

ticipation the home was not a happy place and

therefore there must be a change.

When replying to questions on assessment,

Dr. Wendy Greengross, Trustee, was dis—

tressed to hear disabled people still referred to

as “an MS, or MD” or “a spastic”. The

tendency was still for people to make judge—

ments about the capabilities of the disabled.

She was not certain how an assessment should

take place but was of the firm belief that it

should not be in the form of a group of people

having a case conference or of somebody filling

in a form.

Mr. Inskip brought the discussion on the

first Handbook to a close stressing the need for

all taking part in managing homes to acquire

the extra knowledge in the dimensions of resi»

dential care to avoid making mistakes, because

the cost is borne every time by the resident.

On the question of age restrictions which

were applied in some homes, Sir Christopher

speaking on behalf of the Foundation, said

that the reason for the initial age limit was

because at the time there was provision for the

elderly disabled, and it was to try and reduce

the number of young disabled in geriatric

wards for whom many of the homes were

established. A viewpoint put forward by Mr.

Davies, St. Michael’s, was that if the average

age in his home was to increase, his fear was

that the vitality of the younger element would

be lost, to which Sir Christopher suggested

that a solution to the problem may be to try

and keep a blend of ages, as in any normal

home setting.

I]

From the point of View of not being able to

replace the younger resident who may go out

to be supported by the Family Support Service,

Mr. Peter Allot, Trustee, asked whether it

was possible to consider another area of care,

that of the elderly disabled.

Mrs. Shirley Hughes, Chiltern Cheshire

Home, thought the Handbooks were excellent

and hoped that they would reach everyone in

the Social Services and in the Cheshire Homes.

She reiterated the desperate need of the homes

in the underdeveloped countries.

Sir Christopher stated that the handbooks

were to be circulated to the different Social

Services who had themselves undertaken to

ensure that they were widely used. He con-

tinued that as people who have at heart the

welfare of those less fortunate than ourselves,

he was delighted to receive a cheque towards

the overseas homes from a home in Wales.

On behalf of those attending the Conference,

Mr. Rowland Langley, Greenaeres, thanked

the Chairman, Sir Christopher Foxley-Noris,

Mr. Inskip and all concerned for the stimulat-

ing Conference and quoted from the epilogue

in the Founder’s recent autobiography, The

Hidden World, “As I reflect on the years I

have so far spent amongst disabled people, I

see them as men and women who are in the

forefront of our common struggle, just as in a

different way were those amongst whom I

served during the war. I find unique the

example they set of how to rise above

adversity, of how to forget what might have

been and to concentrate on making the most

of what is left”. On bringing the Conference

to a close, Sir Christopher thanked all delegates

for their attendance and participation and

wished them safe journeys home.

 



 

The Handbooks in a

Thirty—three-Year Perspective

by Hampden Inskip

Beg-innings

It is important to understand a little of the way

of life in the very earliest days of the first

Cheshire Home when Leonard Cheshire was

living and working there. In “The Face of

Victory” he describes how the housework was

parcelled out among the residents, “no one

excluded”, in order to make up for the absence

of staff. He goes on to describe the day when

they were urgently asked to take in a paralysed

man weighing 15 stone and a man in the final

stages of meningitis. “All those who could

walk assembled in the huge oak panelled

lounge lit by two pressure tilleys—and the

issue was thrashed out. For once feelings ran

high. Finally it was Ted who turned the tide.

He said ‘I reckon we’ve always got by in the

past, and we’ll get by now, we must take them

in’”. In fact both died before they could be

admitted. It is clear from this account that in

those days the disabled residents contributed

in every way they could to the work of the

home and shared in all decisions that had to

be taken, including who else should come and

live with them. In Leonard’s view “In spite of

the perpetual disorganisation that seemed to

reign, no one appeared any the worse. Almost,

one would be tempted to suppose, the better

for having discovered that they were needed

and that someone depended on them”.

Growth to 1965

By 1965 there were 35 Cheshire Homes in the

United Kingdom and 32 overseas in 14

countries. In this article I concentrate on the

U.K. homes.

Each of them was started and run by an

entirely local committee to which the Trustees

gave considerable responsibility but little guid-

ance. They used such premises as they could

acquire, often large country mansions required

for no other purpose, in which the residents

slept in multi-bedded rooms and had no priv-

acy. Local volunteers of all ages were recruited

to scrub and paint, tend the garden, collect

money, scrounge furniture and fittings and

help the residents in all kinds of ways.
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The laurel-farm system which I have very

briefly outlined had strengths and weaknesses

which I will attempt to summarise.

The strengths were that each local com—

mittee, partly as a result of receiving encour—

agement rather than direction from the

Trustees, and partly as a result of having to

raise all necessary finance, developed a very

strong pioneering spirit and determination to

overcome all obstacles. Each moved forward

without having at every step to refer to a

bureaucratic administration for approval or

guidance. Warm friendships developed

between people living nearby and the disabled

residents.

The weaknesses had their seeds in the very

strengths I have described. Committees, some-

times go stale and lose their zest and momen—

tum. Standards of care sometimes fall below

the acceptable. Efforts to revitalise a committee

or improve care sometimes collide with the

fierce pride of the committee members in their

home. Moreover the Trustee link which I have

described, although friendly and informal, was

a far from perfect monitoring system. The

Trustees’ enthusiasm for encouragement

rather than interference stood in the way of

them developing a common philosophy of care

and working out the steps by which they felt

it should be put into practice. Sometimes,

perhaps, they too quickly turned away from

something that required corrective action by

them andjustified the inaction by saying “that

must be a matter for the local committee”.

The balance between instructing a local

committee and leaving them to work things

out for themselves is very very difficult. I

would far rather err in favour of giving too

much freedom to a local committee than too

much instruction. I will return to this later.

Balancing these strengths and weaknesses is

not easy. Without the enthusiasm and fire that

this freedom permitted, there would have been

many fewer homes, and many more young

and middle-aged disabled people would have

continued simply to exist in geriatric wards.

On the other hand as the homes became able

to afford it, more nurses were employed and



many of them, because they knew and were

shown no other way, ran the homes along the

lines of cottage hospitals, with uniforms and

nursing titles. Bed times were inflexible and

often very early.

Residents’ abilities and skills were often

undervalued and little used; they did not serve

on committees and had little, if any, effective

say in the taking of decisions about the running

of the home. Although the residents were more

comfortable in material terms, something very

important had disappeared from the lives they

lived in those early days of Le Court.

But having said all that, each Cheshire

Home, even those which left the greatest room

for improvement, were friendly and caring and

closer to normal living than hospital wards

could never begin to be.

In 1955, Leonard Cheshire, ignoring the

plea of the Trustees of the Foundation that he

should remain in this country to help what he

had started, departed for India. After overcom—

ing considerable difficulties he persuaded

someone to build him an asbestos hut 2 miles

up ajungle track outside Bombay. He moved

in with a disabled resident. By 1965, there

were 32 homes overseas in 14 different

countries.

1965 to the present

During the continued expansion of the last 16

years, the Trustees and Management Com—

mittees have taken a number of steps which

have done much to recapture the original

involvement of the residents in all aspects of

the life of the home and to strengthen and

make more effective the Trustees’ links with

the homes. I will outline some of these steps in

chronological order.

(a) The Service Corps.

Leonard Cheshire was, so far as I am aware,

the first person to recognize that all those who

work in residential homes will do a better job

if given some training in residential care. The

great majority of care workers in homes have

no nursing qualifications, as the special skills

ofa trained nurse are only necessary from time

to time. But some nurses are needed in most

homes, and those who fit in best are those who

recognize. and set out to acquire. an extra

dimension of understanding and additonal

skills to those normally found in nursing train-

ing—understanding of the need to foster and

encourage independence and choice, even if
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you loath the way that freedom is exercised,

even if you resent being told by a resident how

he wants you to do your work: understanding

that apparent apathy may be a chosen way of

life for one and a symptom of depressive illness

in another; and so on. Additional skills, so as

to know how best to meet the physical and

emotional needs revealed by the increase of

understanding.

It was Leonard’s personal initiative that led

in 1965 to the formation of the Service Corps,

which recruited and trained residential care

workers for our homes. By and large it pro-

duced splendid residential care workers, full of

understanding of the problems created by dis—

ability and determined to help the disabled in

every way possible to achieve greater inde-

pendence.

When the CSS (Certificate Social Services)

courses got into full swing we discontinued our

Service Corps and decided to appoint Training

Officers who would help homes to organise

their own training, utilising local training

resources. Training Officers have not been

appointed for reasons I will explain later. The

job they were to do will be carried out by

others.

(b) Sharing in Management

About the same time a very few homes began

to have elected residents and staff on the

Management Committee and all the sub—

committees including those responsible for

appointing senior staff and selecting new resi-

dents. Back in 1965 such methods of manage-

ment found very little support. The Trustees

said to the home which initiated this step

“although we do not think that this is the right

way, it may be right for you. By all means try

and let us know”. Maximum encouragement

and minimum interference. ’Many other homes

have followed this example. It is now one of

the corner stones of Foundation policy and all

homes are urged by the Trustees to work in

this way.

(c) The Homes Planning Committee

This sub-committee of the Trustees was set up

in 1965. It gives guidance to local committees

and architects, often unfamiliar with the needs

of handicapped people, and ensures that a

clear local need is established before plans are

drawn up for a new home or for an extension

to permit an existing home to admit more

residents.  



 
 
 

 

(d) Definition of a Cheshire Home

This was provided by the Singapore Home in

1969 and adopted by the whole Foundation

with acclaim. It reads:-—— “A Cheshire Home

shall be a place of shelter physically and a

place of encouragement spiritually; a place in

which residents and staff can acquire a sense

of belonging and of ownership by contributing

in any way within their capabilities to its

functioning and development; a place in which

to gain confidence and develop interests; a

place of hopeful endeavour and not of passive

disinterest”.

It would be difficult to draw a definition of

a residential home in more radical, indeed

revolutionary, terms. It certainly did all that

could be done in a few short sentences to direct

our attention to the fundamentals on which

the first Cheshire Home was built while

Leonard Cheshire still lived there. Practice has

unfortunately often fallen a long way short of

precept.

(e) Counsellors

In 1973 the Foundation appointed its first

three Counsellors. The boundaries of their job

has proved very difficult to define clearly.

Residents and staff need personal counselling

from time to time. Staff and Management

Committee members turn to them for advice

on all kinds of matters concerned with the

running of the home and the problems that

arise. They are also frequently drawn in to the

solution of complaints about the way the home

is being run or “mishaps” that occur in it.

The combination of pure counselling with a

quasi managerial function is from many points

of view a contradiction in terms and makes the

job very difficult. The need for both main

areas of their work, however, remains enor-

mous.

Recently the Counsellors have been

renamed Care Advisers, and at the suggestion

of the DHSS, the task of helping homes to

arrange training (or staff development) has

been added to their already complex role. In

an endeavour to reduce conflict between these

roles and to lighten a very heavy workload,

they will try to arrange for personal counselling

to be carried out by local Counsellors. If this

proves impossible we will have to think again

about how best to carry out the three absolutely

essential tasks which are at present filling their

plate.
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(f) The Mental Care Committee

In 1976 a Mental Care Committee of the

Trustees was formed to oversee the work of the

Foundation in the field of mental handicap

and mental illness. I do not expand on this

today.

(g) Family Support Services

The Foundation home in Poole introduced us

to this kind of work in 1975. There are now 6

Family Support Services with another 4 or 5

in the pipeline. A Family Support Service

provides personal care and help for physically

and mentally handicapped people living in

their own homes. It helps to prevent or allevi—

ate stress in families with a handicapped mem—

ber and enables disabled people whether living

alone, or with their families, to remain in their

own homes for as long as they wish. That is

what many handicapped people want, and the

cost is much less than for residential care. A

full account of such a service is set out in the

second of our new handbooks.

(h) Central Reorganisation 1980

In 1980 we took the advice of outside manage-

ment consultants as our central administration

was hopelessly overloaded. We took most, but

not all, of their adivce. We have appointed a

Director, a Head of Mental Care, a Homes

Planning Officer and a Public Relations

Officer, together with additional secretarial

staff. In all we have 18 full time and 7 part

time Central Staff responsible for the 79

homes, hostels, group homes and Family Sup-

port Services in the U.K, and 5 full time and

8 part time staff co-ordinating some of the

overseas work from the same U.K. head—

quarters. The cost of the whole central admin—

istration is only 1.87% of our total income.

This brings me to 1981 , the International Year

of the Disabled Person. You will have realised

that the search of the Trustees over the years

has been to discharge their duty of monitoring

and, where necessary, correcting standards in

the homes in a way which leaves the homes as

much freedom as possible to do things in their

own way. It is an extremely difficult balance

to get right. It would be easier either to leave

things entirely to the homes or give them far

more direction. The former would be to abdi-

cate our responsibility. The latter would dull

the response of the people managing and staff—



ing the homes to the constant need for adjust—

ment and change. They need sensitive anten—

nae which respond to the changing

requirements and wishes of residents and staff

in the light of contemporary beliefs and ideas.

Too much direction desensitises‘those vital

antennae. The great dilemma is caused by the

fact that, even without the dulling effect of

directives, there are too many antennae which

are failing to respond as well as they could or

should to present day needs. The fault has

been, in part, that of the Trustees. We have

said, for example, during the past few years

that we want residents to live as normal and

as full lives as possible; that we want them to

be free to choose how they will live; that we

wish them to participate fully in all decision

making. But until now we have not given

much guidance as to how we would like these

precepts to be put into practice.

A recitation ofjust a small number of things

that sometimes go miserably wrong—not

through deliberate lack of care but, rather, as

a result of failure to appreciate some of the

issues involved or the weight to be attached to

them—would, I believe, convince any open

minded person that goodwill, common sense

and dedication, although much needed, are

not alone sufficient to equip anyone, even the

most distinguished, to manage or work in a

residential home. Examples, however, cannot

be given without pointing a finger. That would

be unprofitable, and, because of shortage of

guidance in the past, unfair. If we can all

accept that no-one who directly or indirectly

manages or works in a residential home is

exempt from the need to learn about the

requirements and pitfalls of residential care,

and that this is a continuing process which will

enable him or her to make even better use of

GLUE ‘BY TONY

his or her other skills, enthusiasm and time,

very many mistakes will be avoided, and the

individual needs and wishes of each resident

will be more effectively met.

The first of our new Handbooks is intended

to answer the requests of many residents, staff

and management committee members for

much clearer guidance from the Trustees as to

what, from now on, they will look for and

expect to find in all homes for physically

handicapped adults. We hope that it will help

to tune everybody’s perception and responses

more finely to the widely differing needs of

each disabled person and bring all our homes

up to the same base line from which each will

move forward into the future. In this way local

initiative and involvement will remain the

foundation of all our work, but the guidance

from the Trustees will be much clearer and

firmer.

Our aim in launching the two Handbooks

at the same time has been to emphasise our

desire that everything possible should be done

to ensure that every disabled person has a

range of accommodation and help from which

to choose where and how to live. We wish to

do as much as possible to avoid anyone being

compelled to enter or remain in a residential

home because of lack of suitable accommo-

dation and help outside. The Cheshire Foun-

dation Housing Association has an important

part to play in this. We wish, also, to do all

we can to see that everyone who chooses or is

compelled by circumstances to live in a resi—

dential home for a short or long period finds

there as normal a way oflife as can be achieved

in such a setting. Normality is probably the

best single yardstick against which to measure

all our plans and acts and omissions.
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‘The Cheshire Voice’

A Potted History of the Talking Magazine of the Foundation

Almost seven years ago Peter Courchée and

the late Nigel Mackenzie were asked by Group

Captain Leonard Cheshire to look after the

Cheshire Foundation Sound Library which, at

that time, consisted of an archive of talks and

speeches given all over the world by the Group

Captain and other members of the Cheshire

Foundafion.

Peter and Nigel agreed to do so and found

that the Sound Library was very much

under-used with its recording equipment lying

idle a good deal of the time.

It was then that the idea of producing a

Talking Magazine for the Foundation was

proposed.It would provide the Foundation

with a new communications medium and

would ensure that the Sound Library’s facili-

ties would be utilised more effectively from

then on.

When Tad Polkowski joined the Sound

Library team it was decided to go ahead with

“market research” for the magazine. Finally

a pilot issue was produced in late ’74 and

circulated to most of the Cheshire Homes in

the U.K. Reaction to the pilot magazine was

generally criticial, but on the whole encour-

aging. The team decided to commence pro-

duction of “The Cheshire Voice” on a bien—

nial basis.

 

Tad Po/kowski (left) and Phflip Scott at work in the sound

studio

The original aim of the magazine was rather

different from that of today. At the outset, the

Cheshire Voice was conceived as a serious

talking magazine designed to convey news

and- information to non-reading, disabled

people within the Cheshire Foundation. The

first issue appeared in the spring of ’75. The

format used was the compact cassette. That

issue, like all the others that followed were

circulated to ALL the Cheshire Homes in the

U.K.

The first four issues of “The Voice” were

produced in Nigel and Tads’ bedroom. The

only equipment available being an open reel

tape recorder belonging to the Sound Library,

ordinary domestic hi-fi- and a small audio

mixer. Soon the need for special premises

became apparent, and after negotiations a

room was obtained in the building formerly

used for the Service Corps.

Next, the Cheshire Foundation was

approached for funds to convert the room

(then a bedroom) into a recording studio. The

Foundation agreed to an annual grant being

given. Jack Wood, Terry Fincher and the

Photographer’s International Team raised

money to help equip the studio. More aid

came from the Portsmouth independent local

radio station “Radio Victory”, who gave

much valuable advice on the design of the

studio.

On 26th February 1977 a small ceremony

was held and the studio of the newly formed

Leonard Cheshire Foundation Sound Produc-

tions was formally opened by Anton Darby, a

Radio Victory presenter.

Since then ten issues of “The Cheshire

Voice” have been produced in the studio, with

the generous help of Andrew Timothy and

Rosemary Marsh together with a number of

other friends. Many other recordings, includ-

ing some on location have been produced for

private individuals such as film sound—tracks,

music demo-tapes and production work of all

kinds. The output of the studio is improving

all the time. As for “The Cheshire Voice”,

the team feel that here is an excellent com-

munications medium which is being grossly

under used, and in some cases, simply not

listened to.



The team currently consists of Peter

Courchée; married and living locally, Tad

Polkowski, Philip Scott, Liz Briggs and shortly

to be joined by Graham Thomas. Jonathan

Windle, who worked with us for the past 6

months, sadly passed away unexpectedly.

 

Liz Briggs together with the late Jonathan Wind/e, with their

scripts

“The Cheshire Voice” team would like to

receive items for inclusion in the magazine

especially from residents in the homes. Please

send your items and views on the Voice to:

“The Cheshire Voice”, Le Court, Liss,

Hampshire, GU33 6HL.

Author; note: Since writing this article it is

learned that Peter Courchée will be moving

from the district and so will have to relinquish

his associations with the unit.

 

Dartmoor

The Purple heather caps the mighty hills

My heart with wonder at the beauty of it fills

The gurgling streams down to the valley rush

I swim in the ice cold pool

Come out aglow

The crystal waters flow

I thank God for all His wondrous works.

Rhona Pinkney, St. Bridget’s Cheshire Home
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Holidays

Holidays for the physically disabled and their

families are again being arranged in Brittany

by Mr. and Mrs. W. Millow and in Southern

Ireland by Mrs, E. Ashton Edwards. Both

holidays being accompanied and personally

supervised by the organisers.

BRITTANY HOLIDAYS. Accommodation

is in commodious heated 2—bedroom

bungalows on a campsite by the side ofa lake at

Jugon—les-lacs, a large village 25 miles inland

from Dinard. Parties are limited to 15—20

guests at a time. Holidays are available during

May and June 1982. Travel by Brittany Ferries

from Portsmouth to St. Male or, possible, via

Jersey. For further information and booking

please write to Mr. W. Millow, “The Spinney”,

St. Peter’s Valley, Jersey, Channel Islands.

Tel: (0534) 20896.

SOUTHERN IRELAND HOLIDAYS. Ae—

commodation is in a comfortable ranch—type

bungalow guest house on a working farm in the

hills above Lake Killarney, 3% miles from the

town of Killarney. Fortnightly parties of 15

guests. Travel by car ferry or air to Cork, or by

train via Dublin. For further information and

booking please write to Mrs. E. Ashton

Edwards, 4 Cherry Tree Court, Dee Road,

Richmond, Surrey TVV9 2JW. Tel: 01-940

2276 or 01-940 4406.

The tariff for 1982, means of travel and dates

of the holiday periods have not been definitely

fixed. The tariff is expected to be in the region

of £11 per day, to include all meals, and all

transport on arrival, departure and daily

excursions. Guests will be met in a mini—coach

at point of entry, but are responsible for

making their own travel arrangements (many

come in their own cars). Those needing per-

sonal help or pushing must be accompanied by

an able—bodied member of the family or com-

panion.

Organiser required

The organisers of holidays in Brittany for

disabled people and their families (May and

june only) seek a man to assist with the

holidays next year, with a View to assuming full

control in following years. Necessary require-

ments: an outgoing personality with ability to

organise: capable driver: able to speak French.

Enquiries in the first instance to: Mrs. E.

Ashton Edwards, 4 Cherry Tree Court, Dee

Road, Richmond, Surrey TVV9 2J‘N. Tel:

01-940 2276.  
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Around the Homes

 

Greenhill House

What Next!

John Churchill, a severely handicapped resi-

dent at Greenhill House, Timsbury, has now

realised two ambitions. Firstly, through the

good offices of Royal Air Force, Lyneham, he

was able to fly in an aircraft; and then recently,

through Wally Scrimshaw of our Home and

Don Cameron Ltd., of Bristol, a flight in a hot

air balloon was arranged.

 

The excitement was intense and the hope that

the day would be ideal for a balloon launch. It

turned out to be a fine day but extremely

blustery, with balloons scudding around every-

where but still, John wanted to go. He was able

to meet Don Cameron who was able to brief

him on the flight, then with the help of the

balloon crew, he was put in the basket in a

chair and up he went, so that he could have a

birds eye view of Bristol. These two events

have made one man so happy.

There are a few of us at the Home who are

hoping that his next request is not a trip in a

submarine, or worse still, a flight into

spacell—volunteers who accompany him flatly

refuse to contemplate these ventures.

To all those involved who arranged these two

events, John expresses his most grateful

thanks.
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Springwood House

Three residents from the Leonard Cheshire

Horne, Springwood House, Liverpool decided

for themselves to go to London and see the

Royal Wedding Gifts and wedding dress.

We went in our mini—bus, which was driven

by our Head of Home, Mike Keating,

accompanied by his wife Agnes and two staff.

When we arrived we went to St. James’s

Palace where we were accompanied by the

police; then the Household Guards took over

and lifted the wheelchairs and they carried us

up over thirty stairs to where the display was

held. It takes over one and a half hours at a

slow pace to get around. There is more to see

than ever shown on the T.V. After we left, the

Guards carried us down and then we had a talk

to them. It was a most interesting afternoon.

We then had a tour of London.

 

Oxford Cheshire Home,

Banbury

Lancashire Hot-Pot

by John Newton

Just recently, I have been on holiday with the

Y.D.H. (Young Disabled on Holiday) to The

University of Lancaster, for a week. Quite a lot

of disabled and able-bodied people took part in

the Y.D.H. holiday to Lancashire from diffcr~

ent places all over the country.

Every disabled person who took part in the

holiday had a helper, so no one was left

stranded in the way of having help. For each

disabled person, the holiday cost about £80 for

the food, accommodation and the use of the

transportation for outings. On top of paying

£80 for the holiday, each disabled and able—

bodied person had to provide their own

spending money. The holiday itself was well

worth £80, and an experience I will always

remember and think about.

The University of Lancaster is a very large

modern college complex consisting of about 8

colleges with over 2,400 residential places. It is



situated at Bailrigg, to the south of the historic

city of Lancaster on a magnificent 250 acre site

overlooking Morecambe Bay, with Lancaster,

Morecambe and Blackpool nearby.

Everybody who was on the Y.D.H. holiday,

including myself, really appreciated the food

and the marvellous hard work of the catering

staff at the university. We all had a wonderful

holiday and filled the time with going out,

sightseeing places of interest, outings to

Lancaster, Morecambe and Blackpool, parties,

discothequcs, fancy—dress, drinking, swimming,

sport activities and a large banquet and disco

on the last night to finish the holiday.

I particularly enjoyed the trip to Blackpool,

Morecambe and Lancaster because there is so

much to see and do, in the way of shopping,

walking on the beach, fun—fairs, amusement

arcades and lots of other interesting things. I

also had the opportunity to go up Blackpool

Tower and, as it was a clear day, you could see

clearly all over Blackpool.

Another occasion I liked was the final eve—

ning of the holiday where we had the Banquet

and disco. The Banquet itself was held in the

main dining halls, while the disco was held in

one of the main sections of the chapel.

Hopefully the Y.D.H. are planning to make

reservations for a holiday in the same place in

Lancaster next year, so I am hoping to go

again. Best luck to Cheshire Smile.

 

The Hill, Sandth

Holidays in the I.Y.D.P.

from Residents and Staff.

At the beginning of September, Mrs. Andersen

of Andersen’s Boats, Middlewich contacted

our home offering us a canal long boat belong—

ing to their fleet, free of charge, to take some of

our residents on holiday.

It was a wonderful offer but posed many

large problems, but as our maxim is problems

are created to be overcome, we set about doing

just that!

We felt a one to one staff/resident ratio

would be imperative and as no staff could spare

a week away from home two separate groups

decided to span the week. So with the much

appreciated help of one of our care assistants

who has had a canal boat for five years, and

with provisions and suitable clothing, the first

batch set sail. Chugging along at top speed our

first crew travelled from Middlewich via

Church Minshull to Barbridge. They sailed

through the beautiful and tranquil Cheshire

countryside by Beeston Castle, the Peckforton

Hills and on to Tarvin.

 

Here, the second batch took over the “Sandy

Fijord” to chug along to Chester round the

Chester walls (a view seen from no other means

of transport) and turning in what seemed a

screw turn, to return to Middlewich along the

same route.

The mooring spots were in lovely unspoilt

areas, one just under Beeston Castle, and close

to a local hostelry. This was a first priority and

a very pleasant one too, where we were shown

wonderful friendly hospitality. This helpful,

friendly spirit amongst the “Boaties” helped

single this out as being so special a holiday.

They returned to lVIiddlewich in the Saturday

lunchtime rush hour, which is very little dif—

ferent on water than on land, feeling tired and

dirty, as space to have a good splash (apart

from one member of staff who fell in the canal)

is limited. but feeling a great sense of achieve-

ment and knowing one another very much

better.

Quite inadvertently we ended up on T.V.’s

Look North in their Out and About programme

on the lesser known areas of Chester, so we

made history in several ways.

What will 1982 have in store for us?

 

 

 



 
 

Heatherley, Sussex

A Stitch in Time

by Rosa I. Searle

I believe it was the late Gracie Fields who once

said enthusiasm was half-way to success!

This was true in the case of Mrs. Eileen

Marks who got carried away earlier in the year

because it was “The Year of the Disabled”.

Eileen teaches craft at Heatherley and was

determined that the residents should enter

several competitions organised by “The

Handicrafts Advisory Association for the

Disabled” as a contribution to mark this year

for the disabled.

In due course Eileen took several items of

craft up to the collecting base in London where

her ego received a severe shock, and she

returned to Heatherley a disillusioned woman,

saying the standard of work being entered was

extremely high and that we didn’t stand a

chance in anything. From then on all was for-

gotten—when early in September a letter

arrived with the news that we had won one

prize and gained three distinctions—all were to

be on show along with the rest of seven hundred

exhibits at the Barbican Centre, London. To

say we were surprised—is an understatement.

Eileen as our instructor had a personal invi-

tation to the prize giving on Tuesday 22nd

September. There she received third prize

awarded to a joint effort by five residents from

the Lord Mayor of London, Co]. Sir Ronald

Gardener—Thorpe.

The other entries which gained distinction

were—Vivien Bodeman 85 points for bead

work. Rosa I. Searle 84- points for basketry and

Joan Hinkinson 80 points for a puppet. Eileen

had two distinctions in the instructors class.

We understand there were over four thou-

sand entries to these various competitions from

one hundred and fifty eight associations. Alas

we were the only Cheshire Home to enter, and

came away with one prize and three distinc-

tions. Maybe this will encourage others to

“Have a Go” another time.

A Last Refuge?

by Miss Maureen Stanhope, B.A.

Some people may regard our Cheshire Home

in that way, but I would never say that, even

with a smile, for having acquired an incurable

complaint from nowhere, I can only be grateful

that Group Captain Cheshire from a situation
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he discovered grew into the organisation of

which I have obtained a small share.

I came to Heatherley homeless and jobless,

but I found in Heatherley a home and com-

pany, and somehow I am never bored; for

although I’m no good at any practical jobs,

being an academic by training, I can at least

type, but having taught myself I cannot blame

anyone else for my ineptitude!

I now have a room of my own which is mar-

vellous, for when I first came I shared a room

with three other people, fortunately that prac-

tice is no longer necessary.

We have been very fortunate, for though a

few months ago it seemed we should never get

back to normal again, now every bedroom has

a basin with hot and cold running water, and

extra rooms have been added so that all rooms

are single, except some are double by request.

We were very lucky with the workmen here for

they were so polite and helpful. It must have

been difficult when up ladders and always in

danger that one motor chair might run into a

ladder. This never happened I’m glad to say,

but it was always possible. It is a real pleasure

to see the new toilet blocks and to know there

are other waiting rooms besides on railway

stations.

In conclusion Heatherley has certainly pro-

vided me with a home and much more besides.

 

John Masefield Cheshire

Home

Together Again

by Owen Stanley

Last June I went to Canada to visit my sister,

Joan. We had not seen each other since she and

her husband Bill moved to Canada more than

thirty years ago.

I travelled by jumbo jet from Heathrow Air—

port with a resident from Le Court. We were

taken onto the ’plane first by fork—lift truck,

which was no trouble at all, even though the

’plane was very high up.

The Chief Steward happened to be married to

one of the John Masefield staff, and made sure

we were comfortable. He also gave us some

nice white wine during the seven-hour flight.

Joan met me in Toronto and took me to the

Cheshire Home in Ontario, where I was to

exchange rooms with Steven Balcom, one of



 

Owen with his sister Joan, brother-inJaw 8/7/ and niece Kim

the delegates at the International Week in

London. Joan thought it would be nice to take

me home with her, so I could spend my ten—day

holiday with the family. It was so nice to be at

home together.

Joan and my niece, Kim had a lovely party,

and lots of their friends came to welcome me to

Canada. They have a big, square swimming

pool in their back garden, and I watched all my

relations go swimming. We had lovely hot

weather—much warmer than here.

Joan had organised so many things to do

during my stay. We went to Niagara Falls one

day, where we looked over the railings at the

wonderful spray and heard the noise of the

water rushing down. We took some photo—

graphs at the lovely gardens there. We could

see America across the border too.

The roads in Canada are called highways

and seem so much longer than ours. The cars

are big too, and I saw lots of Chryslers. The

shops are much larger and very different to

ours—and I bought several presents for friends

at home.

My sister bought me a bulls head necklace to

remember her by, and Kim bought me a T-shirt

with the Canadian maple leaf on it.

While I was there we tried to win some

money in a lottery shown on television each

evening, but I didn’t win anything. Neither did

Joan, even though she’s been trying for a long

time.
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The ten days went by very quickly, and I felt

a bit upset leaving her after so many years. We

have been writing to each other since then,

though. And we’re making plans for me to go

again next year—this time for a month. I am

looking forward so much to seeing everyone

again.

 

Le Court

Heathrow, London—London,

Ontario

by Peggy Greenfield

This holiday took off by a chance remark when

my Canadian friends visited me at Le Court on

3lstJuly 1980, the entire Canadian Woodstock

Choralaires, a choir of fifty—six sang to us

during their whistle-stop tour of Europe.

During lunchtime, whilst discussing the remote

possibility of an exchange holiday visit, Ron

Travers told me that a disabled resident from

London, Ontario had recently written to him

on this very topic. From then on it was all

“GO” and the exchange holiday was on,

between Janet Wilcox of Cheshire House,

London, Ontario and myself, together with an

escort friend. Janet would attend the Cheshire

Homes International Week Conference in

London prior to her stay at Le Court, when she

would occupy my room.

The great day arrived on June 23rd when my

escort friend and I travelled to Heathrow Air-

port to fly to Toronto. We had a super flight

with great help and kindness from British Air-

ways personnel. After a seven hour flight we

touched down at Toronto where my Canadian

friends were waiting to greet us and transport

us in their well equipped motor home, my chair

fitted in nicely; so, travel in Canada was

comfortable and convenient. I must mention

that access in Canada was always suitable for

disabled people.

We were given a warm welcome on our

arrival at Cheshire House, but as it was about

11 p.m. (Canadian time) we retired to bed for

a good rest after our long and exciting journey.

Cheshire House is situated in a maple-tree

lined avenue and has accommodation for eight

residents: after living in a large home where

there are 52 other residents, I found the atmos—

 

 



 

  
 

phere very relaxed and homely, and my new

found fellow-residents interesting and helpful.

Much thought had been put into our itinerary

by my Canadian friends, and a day was spent

on a sightseeing tour of the mighty and majestic

Niagara Falls; another day we went to Toronto

and visited the Canadian National Tower—the

tallest free standing tower in the world—where

we soared 1,185 feet by elevator in just one

minute! The views overlooking Toronto were

breathtaking—we remained “up top” to have

supper in the restaurant. On our final evening

we went to a wonderful production of “The

Taming of the Shrew” at their Stratford—upon-

Avon—where, even swans on the river had

been flown out from Britain.

 

Peggy, second from left, with friends

The weather was perfect for the whole two

weeks of our stay and we enjoyed many

interesting drives. One day, little Laurie, a

resident of the home joined us for a trip to

Storybook Gardens in London, her very first

visit there, so it gave us all very great pleasure.

The only disappointment of the holiday was

that I never had the opportunity of meeting

Janet, as we passed each other mid—Atlantic!

Apart from this, my holiday in Canada will

long be remembered and I thank everyone

involved that made this dream come true,

especially my Canadian friends, Graeme and

Charlotte McIntosh. Charlotte and I have been

pen friends for ten years now so it is easier to

write, having visited her in her home in

Canada.
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The Grove, Norwich

A Tribute

by Ken Cooper MBE

s 7

As a relatively ‘new boy’ to the Cheshire

organisation—I came to The Grove a few

weeks ago for a short holiday, and was invited

to stay on as a resident—it is probably a little

presumptuous of me to submit a contribution,

whilst still finding my feet, mentally adjusting

to a new environment and testing the local

“political” waters, First impressions are apt to

be misleading and observations, such as these,

must have already appeared in past issues of

your journal.

It seems to me that the cornerstone, success

and furthering of the aims of the Foundation,

lies very much with your Support Groups and

local small charities, who not only raise money

to maintain and extend your ideals but take an

active and positive interest in the residents

themselves. This latter caring participation, is

to me so different and refreshing to what I have

encountered during some twenty-odd years

“service” with all kinds of handicapped

people, where, on committees, at conferences,

one rubs shoulders with these worthy people,

and it is never too difficult to separate the “do—

gooders” from the “good-doers”. Those who

patronise, give you a sticky-bun and an

affectionate pat on the head sending you on

your merry way, instead of those who ignore

the particular person pushing your wheelchair,

and ask you directly just what are your views of

their current project—opinions and criticisms

that they obviously value and try to incorporate

in their schemes. So often the “customer” is

the last to be consulted, resulting in the most

appalling architectual shambles that could be

imagined.

Here at The Grove, two large extensions

have been constructed over the past few years,

not only do they blend in and actually enhance

the original much older building, but with

careful planning, and no lack of imagination,

they are spacious, functional and adaptable to

every type of handicap and wheelchair convey-

ance.

All the more impressive are the number of

ladies who visit us twice a day, not only to dis-

pense the welcome cup that cheers, but to talk

with us and show interest in the many and

varied themes that command our attention. So

too with the volunteers who step in at short

notice when a member of the regular staff is



away sick or on leave. We often tend to take

these services for granted not fully appreciating

the time, effort and petrol expended in getting

to these remote, rustic havens, nor do we give

them Sufficient credit for the enthusiasm and

unselfish devotion for our well being, for

without them the Cheshire Homes would be in

danger of becoming another place for the for—

gotten and second-class citizen.

“Thank you, Ma’am, I do ‘Take sugar’—in

my coffee!!!”

 

Hydon Hill

from Paul Hanson

Early in 1981 a local group, calling themselves

the Godalming Action Group, IYDP, was

formed to see what needed to be done locally to

help and involve disabled people in the area.

Thanks to a very active chairman, who is

himself blind, a tremendous amount has been

done, particularly in the fields of education

involving local schools. It is also planned to

carry out a survey of access to local shops and

othervpremises by a team in wheelchairs, while

a team of schoolchildren are doing a survey on

transport for the disabled. In the more inter-

national field, three residents from Hydon Hill,

Ivy Bosley, Paul Hanson and Richard Blencoe,

plus three helpers, Tim and Jan Simmons and

Christine, a Swiss student, attended the

Cheshire Homes International Week and Con-

ference at the London Tara Hotel in

Kensington. Hydon Hill also donated their

 

Paul and Hazel Hanson

large ambulance, driven by Tim, for the week.

The outstanding feature of the week was meet-

ing and talking with residents from Homes in

thirty countries, who previously had always

seemed so distant and just names on a piece of

paper. After the conference, many overseas

residents spent a few days in an English

Cheshire Home before returning to their own

Homes. Hydon Hill were hosts to two very

charming girls, Eloise Rhone from the

Cheshire Village, Kingston, Jamaica, and

Irene Pereira from the Lisbon Cheshire Home,

Portugal. A few days later, the delegate from

the Philippines, Mr. Jess Docot, also disabled,

spent a couple of days with us, on his way home

after spending several days at Marske Hall in

Yorkshire. It is hoped that Hydon Hill will

twin with one of the newer Philippine Cheshire

Homes.

 

Dukeries House Hosts for

Regional Family Day

Dukeries House Cheshire Home were the 1981

hosts for the East Midland Region Family Day

on July 17th. just over half the residents from

the nine homes attended and, together with»

staff and friends, totalled 230.

 

Dukeries House

The event took place behind the home, in a

marquee which was lined in blue and white,

and the floor was covered in red matting. The

floral displays were arranged by the Retford

Flower Club and staff on a Caribbean theme.

Residents, staff and friends of the home made

over 5,000 paper flower heads to decorate the

marquee further, and made garlands for each

person.
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COVER STORY. . . .

Paddy Thomas Makes the Grade

For 54 year old Paddy Thomas, the most tri—

umphant moment of his life was undoubtedly

the day he learned he had passed his ‘0’ level

examination in Human Biology.

One ‘0’ level may not seem a major achieve-

ment to some of us but when it is realised that

Paddy had spent forty two long years of his life

immobilised in the large, impersonal wards of

two subnormality hospitals, it is nothing short

of amazing.

The ‘0’ level proved to the world at large

that although very severely handicapped physi-

cally, Paddy’s brain was as good as anyone

else’s and it proclaimed that he had the

right—at last—to freedom within the com-

munity.

Now Paddy is living in James Burns House

Cheshire Home in Bournemouth, a happy,

busy, fulfilled person with so much to do he

doesn’t always know how to fit it all in.

Paddy was not born spastic, but at nine

months old he had severe whooping cough

which resulted in cerebral palsy. He was one of

six children and his parents cared for him at

home until he was eight years old. Then they

were unable to manage him any more and he

was admitted to a subnormality hospital. “I

think they knew I was mentally normal, but

there just wasn’t anywhere else for me to go in

those days” said Paddy. “I shall never forget

entering that place. I remember I cried con-

tinually for three weeks, stopping only when I

was so exhausted that I fell asleep.” His

parents visited him regularly but each time

diey left the parting was terrible for him.

There was little diversion in the ward and no

one had time to amuse him or stimulate him or

educate him.

He could not even enjoy a little mobility

because he was kept in an invalid chair, “I

learnt to read, mainly by memory, I think” he

said. “Picture books were my greatest pleasure.

I remember that a book without pictures was a

great disappointment.”

As the months and years rolled on, Paddy

recalls that, despite the barrenness of his life,

he was content. The nurses were kind to him

and he made a few friends. The radio was his

companion although he never saw a television
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set until 1960. “The real reason for my con—

tentment was that I knew no other life. Ijust

didn’t conceive of all the things I was missing.”

After nineteen years he was moved to

another subnormality hospital which was much

the same as the first. Nothing had changed.

Then came the day he was admitted to a

general hospital for a minor operation. He was

among normal people for the first time and it

was a complete revelation to him. He remem-

bers making friends with a doctor who took him

out. For the first time he entered big stores and

the doctor’s wife bought him a beautiful cardi—

gan. Afterwards they took him to have tea and

cheesecake, he remembers. “It was won-

derful”.

Then he enrolled in some new adult evening

classes and those lectures resulted in the Head—

master taking an interest in him and encouraging

him to try for his ‘0’ level in Human Biology.

The first time he failed but the second time he

achieved a Grade D pass. Unable to write,

Paddy dictated his answers which were typed

for the Oxford Examining Board.

That pass certificate is now framed and has

pride of place in Paddy’s room.

Following this success Paddy’s social worker

fought for his removal from the hospital and he

recalls all her efforts with great gratitude. “I

would never have got into this lovely home but

for her” he said. Four years ago he was released

and came to james Burns House after a period

of rehabilitation during which time he was

taught to operate his electric wheelchair. “That

wheelchair was freedom and life to me—I was

mobile for the first time—really alive!” said

Paddy.

For the first time he had a home of his own

and a room to himself. He chose his own cur-

tains and bedspread and was able to have the

very small pile of possessions he owned around

him—books, posters, and photographs. The

bookcase which stands in his room was bought

and he treasures it as his first piece of furniture.

“I was here on the day the Home was opened

and it was a very emotional occasion for me.

Coming here was like a wonderful dream.”

In his new-found surroundings, Paddy

derives great pleasure and peace from his



religion. He regularly attends the local

Pentecostal church and in June 1980 was bap—

tised, “I thank God for all his goodness to me”

he said, “And I know there is more to come. I

do believe in miracles and I am positive that

before I leave this earth I shall walk. Nothing is

impossible if you have faith.”

Life is busy and purposeful. “I’m hardly

ever in these days” he smiles.

A new-found joy is swimming in the nearby

hydrotherapy pool which gives him the chance

to experience what motion is like. Regular

physiotherapy sessions also help to improve his

mobility. Paddy plans to holiday in Austria in

1982. It will be his first trip abroad and his first

sight of a mountain. “I’ve seen pictures but

never the real thing” he said.

His horizons have already been enlarged

with visits to London on sightseeing tours and a

trip to Windsor Safari Park. He has also viewed

his first aeroplane at nearby Hurn Airport.

“Aren’t they big on the ground?”

An ambition he cherishes is to achieve a

cruise right round the world. In the meantime,

he plans to join another evening class to study

Modern History, English and Geography.

Being able to converse with others is one of

his great pleasures.

“Yes” he said, “I have been lucky. Life has

been good to me.”

Paddy’s one regret is that his mother did not

live long enough to see the success he has made

of his life. However, his brothers and sisters

visit him and are delighted by his new circum—

stances.

A very gallant gentleman is Paddy, who has

taken the rough side of life without complaint

or bitterness and with philosophic courage.

Now he is enjoying the smooth with gratitude

and immense pleasure.

 

The Charter for the 19805

by Alf Morris

The Rt Hon Alfred Morris, MP, was Britain ’5 first

ever Minister for the Disabled, 1974A79. He i5

Chairman of the World Planning Group set up by

Rehabilitation International to draw up the “Charter

for the 1980a” (13‘ itx major contribution to the Inter—

national Year of Disabled People. He writes:

“More than 500 million people are disabled

in the world today. In every country, at least

one person in ten has a physical. mental or sen-

sory handicap. Here in Britain there are over

5.5 million disabled people.

Yet even these figures do not tell the whole

story. For disability is a family affair and

affects vast numbers of people who are not

themselves disabled. The mother of a disabled

child is involved like the child of a disabled

mother.

With millions more. their lives are

profoundly affected by disability in the family.

In fact, a recent Gallup survey found that. in

Britain, 29% of us have a disabled person‘in

the family.

The International Year of Disabled People

has successfully spotlighted the problems and

needs of disabled people and their families. But

what of 1982 and beyond? All of us involved in

IYDP want it to be more than a 365-day

wonder, which is why we are planning now for

the years ahead.

That is why the “Charter for the 19805’y is

so important. It is the work of a World Com-

mittee that met under my chairmanship and

whose members were drawn from rich and

poor countries alike.

The Charter is being presented to Heads of

Government all over the world and will be

presented to the Prime Minister in London on

11 November. It makes over forty recommen-

dations and its four main aims are:

1 to save as many people as possible from

becoming disabled by maximising the

prevention of disability

2 to reduce the handicapping effects of dis-

ability bv the provision of adequate

rehabilitation services

3 to ensure that disabled people are a part of

and not apart from society and that they

can participate fully in the life of their

communities

4 to promote full public awareness of the

problems of disabled people and of their

right to social equality.

Every country is urged by the Charter to

adopt an action plan for the achievement of

 

 



 

 

 
  

these aims in this decade. The plan should

cover all aspects of national life and involve

every agency, statutory and voluntary alike,

that can make life better for disabled people.

If our problems in trying to improve the

standard and quality of life for disabled people

in Britain seem difficult, those of the Third

World are daunting by comparison.

Fifteen out of every one hundred children

born in the Third World this year will die

before their first birthday. One quarter of the

rest will suffer from deficiency diseases and

three—quarters will lack any kind of modern

medical care.

Again, millions of people will become avoid-

ably blind and others will become preventably

both deaf and blind. Another sombre fact is that

India today has more disabled people than

Britain has people.

Let no one say that the resources are not

available for the achievement of a better life for

the world’s disabled people. The truth is that

too much is spent on the munitions of war and

too little on the munitions of peace.

If only 1% of what is now spent on weapons

of destruction were to be spent instead on the

prevention of disability and the rehabilitation

of disabled people, the lot of the disabled in the

Third World could quickly be transformed.

The “Charter for the 19805” emphasises that

disabled people should be cared for in the com—

munity rather than in institutions. It calls on all

nations to ensure that, wherever possible, the

disabled are helped to live at home as fully

integrated members of their local communities.

All of us want, however, to do more than

simply stay at home. We want to go out to cul-

tural, social and other events. Most of us also

want to work if we can. So also do the disabled

(for they have abilities as well as disabilities) and

access to buildings is essential if they are to live

a full life.

Yet “access” is not only about getting into

public buildings. It has the much wider mean-

ing of going somewhere and being accepted.

And that, in turn, means improving public atti—

tudes to disabled people.

The able-bodied of today are often the dis»

abled of tomorrow and we must challenge

people everywhere to think more deeply about

the problems and claims of disabled people.

Britain’s 5.5 million disabled people (and the

world’s 500 million) have the same rights as all

humanity to grow and to learn, to work and to

create, to love and to be loved. Without these

rights, they are gratuitously further handi~

capped by the loss of opportunities and

responsibilities which should be theirs.

All of the Charter’s aims are deeply import—

ant, but none more so than prevention. The

pressing need now is to extend primary health

care to all communities and to step up our

assault on the six major diseases of childhood.

The “Charter for the 1980sH calls for the

total eradication of poliomyelitis by the end of

the decade and, with international co-operation,

this can undoubtedly be done.

The Charter’s recommendations cannot all

be put into effect at once, which is why IYDP

must be seen notjust as a year that can soon be

forgotten but as the start of a new era for dis—

abled people.

The kind of society the Charter seeks is one

where there is not pity but genuine respect for

disabled people; where understanding is

unostentatious and sincere; where it is the

abilities of people, not their disabilities, that

really count; and where the disabled have a

fundamental right both to full citizenship and

social equality.

 

Copies of the full—length version of the

Charter for the 80s are available price 30p

including postage from RADAR, 25 Mortimer

Street, London, WIN 8AB.

 



A Matter of Choice—U.S.A. Ster

by John Evans

This article by john Evans is‘ a travelogue of his visit

to l/le U. SA. to study the prayixiom for the disabled.

A full report on [zit findings will be published in our

next issue.

After many months of planning, negotiations,

and arduous organisation and many years of

speculation, it was like a dream coming true!

An unfulfilled ambition of mine was about to

become realised. On the 26th August, when at

long last summer had finally arrived, we left

Gatwick Airport flying westward on a DCleet

bound for St. Louis in Missouri, the heart of

the American Mid-West on the Mississippi. As

we flew across the Atlantic, I reflected upon the

time when such a trip seemed like an impossi—

bility, and then turned my thoughts from the

past to the present in anticipation of the new

and exciting possibilities that awaited us.

I was embarking upon what promised to be a

fascinating, but demanding 6 week working/

study visit in the U.S.A. Thanks to grants from

the Leonard Cheshire Foundation, Spinal

Injuries Association and Project 81, I was able

to secure enough funds to cover the travel and

living costs for myself and friend, Jane

Kristensen, without whose personal help, a trip

of this kind and duration would not have been

possible. She was to become not only my com-

panion and care attendant, but driver,

photographer, personal secretary and at many

times a source of inspiration and strength.

 

Together with Jane Kristensen and Sheba

The purpose of this trip was to investigate,

look into and begin to ascertain the rudiments

of the far-reaching Independent Living move-

ment for disabled people in the U.S.A. A

movement and organisation that had flourished

in providing a very comprehensive array of

fundamental services, that have been instru—

mental in enabling severely handicapped

people live full and independently within the

community in the place “of their choosing”.

What was special in my eyes about this move—

ment was the fact that it was an organisation

that was started and initiated for the disabled

by the disabled themselves, and this was one of

the many reasons that encouraged me to

explore within its realms,

Nine and a half hours after leaving London

we reached our first destination in St. Louis.

We were greeted there by Jo and Gini Laurie,

the editors of the International Rehabilitation

Gazette—probably the most renowned and

informative world—wide publication on dis-

ability. Gini had helped us considerably with

part of our itinerary, and they were to be our

invaluable guides and hosts in St. Louis, as

well as being knowledgeable introducers for us

into the Independent Living movement and its

Centres, personalities, and writings. Their

library alone must be one of the most consciously

developed, pertinent and authoritive libraries

on disability in the world I should imagine,

which was to bestow upon me a wealth of valu-

able information. Their dedication and utter

commitment for the cause of the disabled is

unrelenting. We were later to discover that

Gini was one of the most admired characters in

the movement.

She was soon to impress upon us her

absolute commitment. Within 10 minutes of

clearing customs and immigration at the air-

port, we were all busily engaged in loading our

luggage, wheelchair and five people into an

archetypal, American limousine, devouring

peanut-butter crackers and fruit juice and

heading downtown St. Louis to meet up with

the American Disabled Freedom Rally. This

was a caravan of 8 vehicles, about 28 people,

many severely disabled, who were travelling

across the entirety of the States, from San

Francisco to Washington DC., protesting

about how the American government cut-backs   



     

were affecting programmes and services, that

were helping disabled people live indepen—

dently. They had committed themselves to an

almost impossible and enduring schedule to

achieve this great journey. They arrived in

from Kansas City in the full glare of television

cameras, looking exhausted, but somehow still

incredibly enthusiastic about their objective,

and psychologically readying themselves for

Chicago the following day. They all had

tremendous courage and determination, and

were prepared to take many risks on a journey,

that required them to meet each difficulty when

they arose, be it physical, psychological, mech-

anical or financial.

We spent our next 8 days in St. Louis coping

with the tremendously, intense summer

humidity and beginning to get a feel to the

American way of life. Much of my time was

spent at the Rehabilitation Gazette head—

quarters meeting people and working on

research materials in the library. There was a

vibrant community of disabled people and an

active and influential and well-established

Centre for Independent Living. As it was the

first Centre I experienced it filled me with a lot

of excitement. I enjoyed meeting its staff and

learnt about all the exciting programmes and

services going on. There was attendant care

and housing referral guidance, transportation,

peer counselling, budget management, edu—

cational and job consultation just to mention a

few. What struck me immediately was its

business—like approach, incredible variety of

services, and the personal warmth and interest

expressed by its staff, and their intention to

create a barrier—free environment. And last but

not least their insatiable curiosity about the

Royal Wedding!

Sadly time came to leave all the dear friends

we had met in St. Louis and to continue our

trip on to San Francisco. After flying over the

magnificent Rocky Mountains we reached San

Francisco, which was like a dream unfolding in

front of my very eyes. Feelings of mystery and

wonder filled about this romantic place. How—

ever, soon this was quickly shattered and we

were brought down to the ground, literally, to a

standstill, as we slowly crawled through the

rush hour traffic, engulfed by the hazards of

car-orientated, consumer society.

Here the story was completely different. The

enthusiasm, expression and madness of the

counter-culture was still prevalent. The street-

people were still around and sleeping in the

People’s Park. Music could be heard on every

street-corner in Berkeley. This was our home

for the next 3 weeks, as we acquainted our

selves with this pleasantly friendly city. It was

probably more abnormal to be over 40 than in

a wheelchair in this city with curb-cuts at every

street intersection. If ever I saw integration,

this was certainly it. In fact so much of it, that

it was dazzling, almost to the point of being dis—

orientating, because one was not used to it.

There were so many disabled people, you could

not get away from them. Hence the reason for

disability being so normal and integrated. A

famous Berkeley statement says, “that the first

thing that one does after arriving in Berkeley, is

to learn how to avoid being knocked over by

electric wheelchairs”. Every day one sees at

least 6 people in wheelchairs that one has not

seen before. In the university alone there are

800 disabled students.
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Centre for Independent Living in Berkeley

It was at the university in the late 60’s that

the whole Independent Living movement

started, and where the first Centre emerged. It

is the cradle and heart of it all, and still retains

its vigour, magic and dynamism today—it is

over-flowing with fervour and activity. Within

half an hour of arriving I discovered that I

could hire an electric wheelchair at a reasonable

price—a situation unheard of in this country.

We were bombarded by choices that it some—

times became difficult making decisions, but

the multiplicity of choices was not just a prob-

lem for the disabled in a city abounding in a

variety of restaurants, cafes, bookshops, record

shops, wheelchairs, religious cults and people

on skate—boards.

At the Centre of Independent Living I was

given an office and it was from here that I

organised my working visit. We were warmly

accepted by the rest of the staff and it was like a



family and a joy working together with them,

and observing how the different departments

operated. We also made our contributions and

I interviewed many of the key people involved

in its planning. As well as having the usual ser—

vices, it also had a wheelchair repair service,

van modification department for adapting

vehicles—it was not uncommon to see severely

handicapped people driving their own vehicles.

They also had a specialised training computor

programme that had an impressive 95% job

placement success rate. A transportation system

helping to transport those people who did not

have their own vehicles around the city. Every

day seemed like a week in terms of the experi—

ences and all—encompassing impressions

involved.

 

Waiting to take the wheelchair accessible metro system from

Berkeley to San Francisco

In contrast to Berkeley. San Francisco did

not strike one. as the most accessible of places

with its many steep hills. As beautiful as it was,

it was not the place to find onself stranded in a

wheelchair. Whilst in the San Francisco area

we made trips to the north to Sacramento and

met Ed Roberts, the Director of Social Services

for Northern California, who spends 16 hours a

day in his iron lung. To say he is an extremely

active and creative individual would just depict

a fraction of who he is—he was also one of the

founders of the Centre for Independent Living

in Berkeley. We also travelled south down the

panoramic Pacific coastline to Santa Cruz and

Watsonville, where we visited the local

Cheshire Home. This consisted of 2 houses

accommodating 9 residents. It was in amicable

surroundings in a pleasant street and had a

variety of characters living there, both young

and old.

Then we flew down to the desert lands of the

south west to Albuquerque and Sante Fe, th

capital of New Mexico. The land of golden

enchantment, sun-sets and the wild west with

its vast desert plains and glorious mountains

sculpting their beauty into the skyline. Its

traditional, Mexican style architecture and

adobe mud-brick buildings and delicious chili-

style food give it a distinct feeling of Mexico.

For me it was a return to the place where I had

broken my neck 5 years ago, so it was nice

reuniting with old friends and visiting the

Rehabilitation Unit and its staff, who had all

played such a crucial role in helping me

through those initial stages immediately after

my accident.

California showed me what can be achieved,

in Sante Fe I learnt the way in which to go

about achieving it, because here we spent time

at a newly, developing CIL. Seeing what sort

of problems they were encountering in getting

it off the ground. Unlike Berkeley they had far

more architectural problems and access diffi—

culties because of the historical nature of the

city. They also reached out to a wider rural

area, way beyond the urban boundaries, and

had to deal with a number of cultural and

ethnic differences with its Indian, Spanish

American and Anglo communities. We were

talked through the steps involved in starting up

a centre, and the importance of the working

relationship between the disabled and non—

disabled, the necessity of relevant research and

an alert professional attitude.

Before leaving Albuquerque we visited an

impressive centre for paralysed veterans there,

which also had the same kind of activist spirit

so obvious in the CILs. In fact as there was not

a GIL in Albuquerque it was really providing

that function, and there was certainly a great

need for it being as it was a city of 400,000

inhabitants. It was hard to leave here with its

wonderfully appealing hot and dry climate, as

we headed eastwards slowly heading home with

a 5 day stop at Boston.

Instantly on arriving we were blessed with

some typical European-style rainfall. We

literally went from summer to winter in a mat-

ter of 5 hours. which was a shock my body

could have done without, as I was now

struggling with an on-going fatigue after such

an intense and exhaustive 51/2 weeks. However,

surprisingly enough we still managed a lot into

these days. We visited the Boston CIL and met

many of its staff, the Tufts-New England

Centre for Rehabilitation, which is world

 

 



   

Together with Gary Gray, the co-ard/nator for the Care

Attendant Referral Service at the C/L in Berkeley

famous, the Massachussetts Rehabilitation

Commission which was a very efficiently run

system of social services, which was also direc—

ted by a severely disabled person, and perhaps

indicative of why it serves the disabled com-

munity so effectively.

As well as all this we met 2 extremely intriguing

characters involved in the movement. A man

called Gerben De Jong, who was known as the

scribe of the Independent Living Movement,

because of his many astute and interesting

writings on the subject, and an amicably

interesting and humourous guy called Bill

Powell who had become quite famous for his

research into training monkeys to help severely

disabled people with feeding, washing and

other domestic chores.

Regrettably, despite our exhaustion, we

returned to England filled and inspired with an

array of impressions and experiences that have

totally changed my views on disability, I had

been aware that such ways were possible, but

have never seen it put into action. Living from

day to day outside an organised environment,

away from all my usual routines and habits

helped me more to understand what it really

meant.

Along the Pilgrim’s Way

from Mrs. Lilian Mann, who des-

cribes herself as “just an O.A.P.”

I first did a practice 10 mile walk in the Spring.

The Pilgrim’s Way is well marked in this area

of Surrey, most of it is off the beaten paths

through woods and fields. Then, the bluebells,

primroses and violets, and budding trees and

bird songs were a joy. I had been well spon-

sored for the June walk, starting at Sandy

Lane, Guildford, on a grey and cloudy morn—

ing. Up-hill for three or four miles, lovely old

farmhouses and a mist overall. The trees were

soughing in the wind, in the hedgerows, dog—

roses, honeysuckle, foxgloves and, oh joy, I

stand under a tree to rest awhile, and hear and

see a linnet. The Pilgrim’s Way meets the road

again at Compton where the “Jolly Farmer”

do a Pilgrim Lunch. Passing Compton Rectory

and the Watts Art Gallery, I take the track

leading to Puttenham and Scale, with its

charming old world cottages. I refuse a car lift

and climb the very steep hill to the Hogs Back.

I have booked in at the Trevena Hotel on the

Alton Road, beyond Farnham—17 miles

today. I have discovered that the Pilgrim’s

Way now no longer exists. The A31 motorway

has taken it over, so I must walk the 12 miles of

it to Alesbury. I still find a variety of hedgerow

and meadow plants surviving. I have not met

any fellow traveller since I left Guildfordl

Nature is always one’s best companion, but I

am glad to spend the night at the Swan Hotel

and the luxury of a comfortable bed.

Sunday morning I wake early and relax in a

hot bath and hear the church bells ringing. No

one to hear me, I sing my morning praise. “I

am sure you understand Lord” I said, “this is

the nearest I shall get to church today, cos I’m

on a sponsored walk for Hydon Hill Cheshire

Home, and I hope to reach Winchester today.”

Only seven miles now, but again on the motor-

way, and with the Sunday traffic, the going is

slow. Three miles now from Winchester City,

one foot in front of the other and you will get

there. Arriving at Winchester I salute King

Alfred and return by bus to Guildford.

My only regret is that I was unable to take

some of my dear disabled friends with me.
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Dear Editor,

The article “an experiment in group living

within a Cheshire Home” (Smile, Summer

’81) concluded by saying “maybe we can

rethink more schemes for next Autumn: it all

helps to make life more interesting and stimu-

lating.’7 The editor keeps saying to me “O.K.,

now it’s next Autumn—what’s happening?",

so I must tell you about our exciting develop—

ments at Gerrards Cross.

We still had eight of our twenty residents in

double rooms, longing for privacy. Our home

is on a small site in a high class residential area

and, explored from any and every angle, there

was nowhere we could build on. All the lateral

thinking in the world could not produce any

more room divisions. It was a case of either

building down into the foundations, which

would probably have cost £100,000 to gain four

rooms, but no extra places—or knocking down

the old part of the home and rebuilding, an

impractical proposition because—apart from

the extortionate cost, planning permission

would never be granted. We had reached an

impasse and were pretty desperate.

One night we had a brilliant inspiration!

Why not buy another house instead? The idea

Of our independent living unit had been con—

ceived.

The Management Committee weighed up

the pros and cons. Another property would cer-

tainly be an investment—which the alternative

plans could never have been. All things con-

sidered, it was a good idea. The Foundation

were cautiously optimistic too. If we costed the
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idea and proved that it would not be a financial

disaster, they would consider lending? us

money.

Within about six weeks we had found a suit-

able property. About 50 yards from the centre

of Gerrards Cross—absolutely flat, and a house

(plus grounds) large enough to accommodate

five residents on ground floor level and about

five staff upstairs. Obviously a fair bit of alter-

ation and rebuilding on the ground floor to be

done, including two bedrooms and enlarge—

ment of the cloakroom; but potentially ideal. It

was duly valued and an offer made. we were

apprehensive because large property is much in

demand in our area—there are currently more

buyers than sellers; but as luck would have it,

the vendor had been a client of our Family

Support Service and he said (when advised to

“wait and see” by the estate agents)——“if it’s

the Cheshire Home, they can have it.”

Our excitement knew no bounds! Six of the

residents had already been “to View”, five

more intending to go within the next few days.

As one remarked “there’s going to be a fight

over who goes!”

Anyway, to summarize7 this project will

have four main advantages:—

1. It will provide an independent living unit

for five of our residents where they will be

responsible for their own lives.

2. Every one of our residents will now have the

privacy so desperately needed.

3. We shall be able to dispense with our staff

flat in Gerrards Cross, which currently costs

about £2,000 p.a.

We shall gain three places at North Park—

one for a permanent resident, and two short

stay beds to provide short-term relief for the

30 families currently being helped by our

Family Support Service.

No-one has time for apathy this winter!

Residents and staff will be involved in planning

and fund raising in a big way. We are just all

praying that the necessary planning permission

is granted.

So. . .to get back to where I came in, we

shall, (hopefully) some time next year, have an

actual Group Living Scheme in operation—not

within a Cheshire Home; but living quite inde—

pendently. It will need a lot of careful plan-

ning; but what exciting scope that will give to

the five fortunate people who move in (or out!).

Yours sincerely,

Shirley Hughes,  



Dear Editor,

I read with interest the article in your Summer control our own lives and are heavily

issue by Shirley Hughes about the experiment involved in running the place. Typing is a

in group living conducted in her home. Being much wanted asset, arranging and running

‘. one of a number who received the party here groups as well as parties and visits,

i before their scheme started I should like to teaching, training and interviewing as well

comment as follows:— as managing a budget for furniture and

. 1. Our life here is not boring but it is real. equipment are all opportunities that all can

   
 

Everyone everywhere has to learn to cope

with shopping, cooking, cleaning, washing

up, laundry etc., in order to survive, and

normally this is done naturally as part of the

growing—up process. Anyone who is dis-

abled from birth or childhood stops growing

emotionally from the onset of disability or,

in the case ofan adult, regresses into child—

hood, because they are prevented from

learning these things and from taking on

any responsibilities which are part of

normal adulthood. It takes longer for any—

one who has to start learning these things

unnaturally late in life than it would do at

the normal age. Since Boundary Road sets

out to help people move into the community

if they so wish, these lessons have to be

learnt.

. The suggestion that we have no time for

more challenging things is a load of rubbish.

Going out to buy your own food, paying for

it and cooking it can be achallenge. Three

residents are going to college (one for a

course in social work), one is researching

and writing a book on politics, one runs a

sandwich bar, one is in part-time pro—

fessional work, another does some volun-

tary service at a neighbouring school and

another helps to answer telephone calls on

the Advice Service in the Community Area.

Indeed this part of the building offers

endless scope for voluntary work; for

example, one resident runs a weekly Folk

Club.

. People go out and see friends as a matter of

course, go out to amusements and entertain

friends here. Parties for people inside and

outside the building are usual and at least

one resident gives parties for friends wholely

outside Boundary Road.

.There are loads of opportunities for

developing skills and talents because we

seize and learn from.

5. I don’t see why there should be jealousy ofa

pilot scheme in a home anymore than for a

one-to-one project in this setting where two

are established in flat—shares of four. Pro—

vided the reasons are understood and the

scheme is really self—sufficient and properly

supervised, surely it should be possible for

everyone to co-operate.

6. It seems nonsense that residents should be

able to choose which member of staff should

help with any basic need. If staff cannot

learn to cope they should not be employed,

practice makes perfect. Who could be

bothered to wait for half—an—hour for their

“favourite” when, say, two people are

sitting around doing nothing? The wish to

use the most popular person stems from the

fact that staff are seen as friends/helpers

instead of facilitators. Residents can indeed

benefit from a member of staff in a key—

worker relationship, but seen as a friend it

can detract from the achievement of the

resident.

7. The staff group should certainly be

balanced, that makes sense if the scheme is

to be self-sufficient and the most capable

person with the requisite leadership

qualities should bethe senior of the group.

There must also be some time in the week

when there is communication in the form of

an open forum.

It was said that Boundary Road is full of go-

ahead people; surely there are many like us in

other homes who simply don’t have the chance

to show it because of the system. Otherwise,

why have so many of them applied to come

here? Shirley Hughes showed great initiative in

starting the scheme; I am glad she is restarting

it and I wish her the best of luck—I hope her

experiences, articles and replies to the editor

will help her make it work next time.

Yours sincerely,

Miss J M. Thompson

(Editor’s~ Note." See Summer 1981 issue, page 12.)
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Cover of the first Cheshire Smile

Dear Editors,

Now that the “Smile” is home again at Le

Court, it might be interesting to recall exactly

how it all started.

The scene is Summer 1954: the original Le

Court mansion, where the whole great enter—

prise had begun, was falling down round our

ears—literally. A few hundred yards away,

nearing completion, was “The New Building”—

the realisation of dreams, the act of faith by the

Carnegie Trustees, the so—far only purpose

built Cheshire Home, the answer to every

problem. We had been counting the days: how

quickly could we enter into our inheritance?

But anxieties had begun to erode the

euphoria, the tensions of uncertainty to affect

morale: was it going to be big enough, who

would be the lucky ones to have single rooms,

would there be space for granny’s wardrobe,

wasn’t it (weasel thought) beginning to look

just a shade institutional?

So about two months before D-Day the

Warden had the idea of briefing-meetings

backed up by a series of weekly bulletins run off

on the Gestetner: I have the whole run of these

before me as I write, and what memories they

bring back. If the style of the bulletins now

reads a trifle paternalistic, well that just shows

how attitudes have changed. But they did

represent an attempt to pre-condition people to

the inevitable trauma of being up-rooted and

decanted into the unknown. We tried to be

informal, for instance using the phrase “Le

Courtier” for the first time. The need for a

modicum of “rules” was tactfully hinted at by

such rubrics as “Pin Ups, please note: there

are no mantel-pieces in our new abode, so any—

one found knocking nails into the walls will be

shot at dawn”. Or another, that concealed

more controversy than might meet the eye,

“Staff Have Rights, You Know: Room 139 is

going to be a private TV and sitting room for

resident staff: a place where they can relax and

let their hair down. . .so please respect their

privacy”.

Then at the end of the series (just after the

move) we read about the idea of letting the

Bulletins develop into a regular magazine, with

possible titles “Court Page”, or “The

Cheshire Smile”. The Warden personally

guaranteed financial stability for the first six

months. . . “it could be on a very modest scale

to begin with, but I’m sure it would soon build

up. . .” The first issue was dated December

1954, with Sydney Radford as Editor, and

eight collaborators including Neville Thomas

looking after the Arts, and Alan Finch (Cir-

culation and the Law of Libel) as now the only

known survivor, unless jim Best, the second

Editor, is still alive busily painting somewhere.

The editorial statement of policy was set out

“To present Le Court to the W'orld. Few

characters are really fictitious; and the truth of

events described may well be open to

questlon”.

The rest of the “Smile” story is now a

matter of resplendent history, with things

really taking off in a big way under Frank

Spath’s memorable editorship. But what

enormous fun those early days were, when

wiscacres shook grey heads and warned us to

stop being frivolous.

The writer of these few words offer no

apology for the attack of chronic nostalgia that

makes him retain those Bulletins and those

early Smiles in his very special Ark of memory.

Yours sincerely.

A.G.F.
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Dear Sir,

Having just read your Autumn ’81 edition, I

am writing to you concerning the article by

Selwyn Goldsmith regarding his Visit to the

Cheshire Homes of Singapore and Hong

Kong. I can say nothing about the Singapore

Home as I have never Visited it, but I feel that

his comments on the Hong Kong Cheshire

Home are somewhat misleading.

I have just spent 15 months based at HMS

Tamar in Hong Kong and I spent most of my

Sundays working out at the home, as a volun-

teer. The reason I am writing this letter, is that

neither I, nor any of the people who came out

with me, experienced this “lack of friend-

liness” that Mr. Goldsmith seemed to find.

In fact, despite the language problem, every—

one would at least say “jo San” (good day),

which is more than can be said for many resi-

dents of the U.K. homes.

As Mr. Goldsmith states, the home is out on

a limb, being situated where it is, on the end of

a headland. Although this makes for a quiet

environment, there are no service facilities near

at hand, this makes it difficult to get anyone to

come out to carry out repairs. During the time

that I was there, they had no resident handy—

man. A few small jobs could be undertaken but

no-one had any electrical expertise, which is

where I was able to help out, asmost auxiliary

items are electrically driven.

Regarding the accommodation, the residents

consider themselves extremely lucky to be in a

room with only 4 or 6other people, because, if

they were living in the community, a room the

same size would house 2 or more families. As

regards the remark about “saving their money

for elaborate funerals”, I suggest that Mr.

Goldsmith investigates the burial rites of the

different religionsof Hong Kong, and also the

cost of burial and grave upkeep. Most of the

elderly, if they can, save their money for their

funerals, because if they didn’t it would place

an intolerable burden upon their families.

Please don’t think that the residents sit

around thinking and waiting for death to over-

take them, because they don’t. There are a few

who go out to work in disabled centres and

others who maintain the numerous potted

plants, small gardens and fish tanks. They also

have their own small kitchen where they can

cook their own food thereby maintaining a little

bit of independence.

I am not trying to imply that Mr. Goldsmith

was all wrong in his summary, concerning the

home and its residents, merely that he gave

the wrong impression. To someone who

doesn’t know how Hong Kong works or the

home’s surroundings, then the impression

given is one of a friendless, austere home, this

is completely untrue.

To this end I hope that I have been able to

dispel any like thoughts and ideas that may

have been formed by people reading Mr.

Goldsmith’s article.

Yours faithfully,

C.P.O. D. E. Cossey,

HMS Pembroke, Chatham.

Dear Editor,

On behalf of all residents and staff, and our

many friends, I would like to thank Ron

Travers most sincerely for the untold help he

has given to this home. I would like him to

know that he will be greatly missed by us and

all the other Cheshire Homes.

I know how much he will be missed by

Group Captain Cheshire and staff. We wish

him every success and joy in the future.

Yours sincerely,

Mrs. Elizabeth Seymour,

The editorr would be pleased to receive more

letters from readers. Letters rhould not be

longer than 150 — 200 words, and where poss—

ible, typewritten in double spacing. We

would also like to have any amusing anecdoter

or storier about eventr in your home.

 



International News

 

A Report on the International Scene

by Ronald Travers

In Zimbabwe the home in Salisbury is progress»

ing well and helped with a gift of £50,000 from

the Ministry of Overseas Development, and

should be open this year. It is hoped that as

soon as Denise Tabernacle gets her relief from

the V50 in November, she will be able to go to

Salisbury to set up the home. The Zimbabwe

committee has decided that negotiations should

not continue for the proposed home at Mazoe,

But it is hoped that discussions can be re—

opened at a later date, as it is such a good site.

Another site owned by a religious order at

Westwood, not far from Salisbury, is being

negotiated with the Marist Brothers. In Zambia

the homes in Lusaka and Ndola are progress—

ing well. There is great cooperation between

the two committees as in time the home in

Ndola will provide accommodation for several

children from the Lusaka home.

The three homes in Kenya are experiencing a

rather poor time just now. Mrs. Betts Clift,

who is working at Limuru reports that they are

gradually getting over a difficult period. Once

they have got straight. plans will go ahead for

the Spinal Injuries Rehabilitation Unit to be

built. This will work in conjunction with the

Spinal Injuries Unit at the Kenyatta Hospital

in providing a rehabilitation period for ex~

patients before they go back to their own

homes. Assistance from “Help the Aged” to

support our efforts at Kariobangi have been

turned down due to pressure on their own

resources. It is hoped to find money to get on

with this project in the not too distant future.

In Sudan. Sarah Stevens our physiotherapist

has now left and has been replaced by Elizabeth

Hart, another VSO physiotherapist. On a

recent visit to England, Mrs. Mutalib, a

Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Health

of the Sudanese Government, informed us that

up to now the Cheshire Home has been the

only facility for disabled people in the Sudan.

However the Sudanese are now setting up a

small rehabilitation centre but they do lack

funds and expertise. We did say, however, that

 

Sister Irene from Zimbabwe giving physiotherapy to a young

friend

we would do everything that we can to supply

some wheelchairs which they so desperately

need, and hopefully Norman \Nhiteley will be

able to provide these through the Wheelchair

Fund Overseas.

There is a likelihood that the Cheshire Home

in the Satin/teller will be absorbed into the new

Government Complex for disabled people, but

it seems likely that the committee will remain

active in the interests of the home. There is

good news of progress in the home in Yanzania

for mentally handicapped children in Dodama,

which should be ready by the end of the year.

Both homes in Ethiopia progress well, we have

had good reports from Ato Isaac Kifle from the

Addis Ababa Home and Fr. de Marchi from  
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the Shashamane Home. We have been

requested to help a young disabled, highly

intelligent boy to have surgery here in England

and hopefully we shall be able to raise funds to

do this.

The Matron of the Mauritius Home attended

the Conference and it would appear that the

home is running extremely well although they

are desperate for transport. There were del-

egates to the Conference from each of the five

homes in Nigeria and a new committee is being

set up in hopes to try and improve the homes

there. We are grateful to Mr. John Potter of

ICI for his continued interest and determi—

nation to help with the Lagos Home. The

Steering Committee is working hard towards

the establishment of the home in Alexandria,

Egypt. The home at Johore has completed all its

renovations and is now a place to be proud of.

Our thanks must go to everyone who donated

so generously to support the improvements.

Three delegates from Selangor enjoyed

themselves enormously in London and

returned with Mathew Hollington, a volunteer,

who is going to Selangor for two years. Peggy

Marjoribanks, the Chairman, is hoping to set

up a small rest house in the grounds of the

home which will provide accommodation for

the relatives of those disabled adults and

children who come from the country to Kuala

Lumpur to have treatment in the local hospital.

The treatment is arranged by the Cheshire

Horne but accommodation for relatives

accompanying them has always been a great

problem, and so we will do our best to find

funding for a small Malay style house. The

Brothers who have run the home in Papua New

Guinea since its inception have now left and the

home is being run by a local committee. This

will be a very difficult time for them and they

will need all the support they can get. Two resi-

dents from the Philippines attended the

Conference in London. Mrs. Michael Morgan,

the wife of our Ambassador in Manila takes a

great interest in the homes and always comes

into the office to report to us each time she

comes back to London. The children in the

Cheshire Home attached to the orthopaedic

hospital are in need of transport. Although we

have applied to the Variety Club we shall have

to take our turn: so many organisations appeal

to them and it may well be a long time before

we are successful in our application. John

Regan, Head of Home at Le Court, is to visit

Japan from the 16th September to the 6th

October in connection with starting homes
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Young residents in Lusaka home

there. There was a large delegation from the

homes in India at the International Conference,

and General Virendra Singh gave the report

for the region, which seems to be gaining

strength under his Chairmanship. And the

Indian Trust also has a strong Chairman in Bill

Correa. Discussions are to take place with the

Irish Trustees in Dublin in September with

regards to setting up an office with a permanent

secretary to the Irish Trust. This has been

requested by the homes as Ireland has seven

established homes and an eighth being built

just outside Dublin. The feeling is that with

eight homes there is a need for a central c0-

ordinating office. We were pleased to see Such

a strong delegation from Canada but unfortu-

nately since the Conference we have not heard

anything from them due to the Canadian postal

strike. In October I shall be visiting the United

States with the Founder where he will open the

new Homes at Madison, New Jersey;

Arlington, Virginia; and Gulf Port, Mississippi.

Mary Brown has now taken over from Michael

Teaguc as Chairman of the Foundation in

America.
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International and Local Community Support

An Address given by Fr. Kevin Doheny, CSSp. at the

International Conference in June

Personal and individual support is that by

which a person gives of himself—to a worth~

while cause in which he believes. He gives his

time and his talent, his loyalty and his love, his

resources and reserves to what he believes is

worthy of his help, in this case, the disabled.

He expects no return for his commitment. He

has no other motivation than to help those in

need. A person’s motivation is vital. W/iy did I

enter this movement? Was it for prestige, or

personal gain or for some selfish reason, or was

it for the love of my fellow being, less fortunate

than myself? I recently heard of one man who

used the Cheshire Home for personal gain—he

was described to me as a “FRAUD”. He was

doing the. right thing for the wrong motive. We

must be committed to the cause of the disabled

irrespective of the consequences for us.

When generous people who have the right

motivation are brought together to solve a par—

ticular need, then there is a powerful force, a

committed community. Community support

for the success of any project is an absolute

necessity, and this is the principle on which the

Cheshire Homes is established. Community

support is vital to success. It is the most

important support that we can speak of, and

without it we can achieve little. It takes pre—

cedence over all other forms of assistance. One

of the great joys of Working with Cheshire

Homes in Africa is to see so many people of so

many different beliefs and affiliations coming

together in a united effort to serve the disabled.

Financial support for any project is available

provided it is a worthwhile cause; good

individual people are involved and committed

to it; and the community has undertaken it as

their objective. If all three elements are

present, then financial support is assured.

Local support is far more important than

international support. We must not depend on

Others for everything. We must depend on

Ourselves. The Cheshire Home that depends

always on outside assistance is a very sick

home, because the community that supports it

is sick—it has no confidence in itself—it cannot

stand on its own feet—no amount of external

help can keep it alive. The mobilisation of local

support is vital to success. Every effort must be

made to generate local funds with well

organised local functions, bazaars, etc, with

close contacts with Service Clubs, etc.

It is a challenge for the community—but a

challenge that unites and stimulates the com—

munity.

International support is available and,

indeed generous, provided certain conditions

are fulfilled; that the project is a community

one based on local support and undertaken by

the local community, not just by an expatriate

community living in a specific geographical

area. That there is a correct presentation of the

project, showing the need, the aims of the

Cheshire Home in meeting the need, and other

supportive documents. That there is good,

honest accountability and accurate reporting.

Personal contacts with international agencies

are very important. The more face to face dis—

cussions the better. Visits to donors by

personnel from the homes brings greater

understanding and deeper trust.

The establishment of a Cheshire Home has

never failed through lack of money, but for

other reasons.

Group Captain Cheshire had £100 in his

pocket when he started the home in India. He

put his trust more in men than in money. we

believe that the faith and hope that has brought

us together in this assembly will be nurtured

and strengthened and will provide us with a

dynamic force to double our personal inputs, to

awaken our responsibilities to those less

fortunate and to enable us to understand that

support for Cheshire Homes is a personal and

community challenge.

We sometimes are shy about speaking of

religion—and yet we all get our inspiration

from our religion, two of which are the

acknowledgement of a Supreme Being and the

care, love and concern for our fellow-men.

The Cheshire Home is a very important

instrument of the One Supreme Being to bring

us all together for our mutual benefit and

support.
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Twinning—Rich Man, Poor

Man

by Ann Sparkes

Everyone’s definition may be different. But

above all it is a close relationship between two

Cheshire Homes in different parts of the world,

one being in a richer part of the world and the

other in a poorer part of the world.

There may be a reason for a home to choose

a certain country—it is known to people at the

home or there has already been some contact.

But it could be that the wish to twin or be

twinned arises without any preferences. This

does not matter. By being put in touch and

exchanging letters and photographs a link will

be made and this will grow. Inevitably it will

soon be discovered that the poorer home has

some pressing needs which could be helped by

donations. Perhaps the U.K. home will decide

to plan some special event once a year near to

Founder’s Day in order to raise money for their

twinned home. All money raised should be sent

to the International Office for forwarding to the

correct bank account. However well private

individuals may know each other in i the

twinned homes, this is the policy of the

Foundation. Letters can of course be sent

direct to let the other home know money is on

the way. It is only the actual transfer of funds

which should be channelled through the office.

No home should be afraid they can do too

little. A very little goes a very long way in poor

countries and the warmth of feeling the

donation gives will be very rewarding. Little by

little as the contact grows and develops, this

twinning will mean more and more to both

homes and be a great source of interest.

Holidays may purposely be planned to include

a visit to the home. This has already happened

several times. Individual residents may start up

personal correspondence. News about each

home and about the residents and photographs

will stimulate interest.

1981 has been a great boost to twinning.

During the International Week in London,

which was the Foundation’s great contribution

to the International Year of Disabled People,

delegates mixed from 36 different countries. In

the two weeks following 75 delegates from over—

seas, the majority disabled, visited 45 Cheshire

Homes in England and Wales. This wonderful

hospitality on the part of the homes here has

resulted in new bonds of friendship and
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twinning has really caught on. In this way

these links will be perpetuated and will grow

stronger and mean more as the years go by.

Who can say which Cheshire Home benlits

most from twinning, the one in the richer

giving country or the one in the poorer

receiving country? Usually both homes will feel

equally rewarded.

The editors would [like to receive new: from any homes

twinned with one overseen: We would rather be (fired

too mueh newst than too little. Black and white photo-

graphy gf/Joxxihle—they print better.

 

Sri Lanka

by Mr. Deri Rajaduraj, PRO,

Mount Lavinia, Sri Lanka

With keen interests and emphasis on the Inter-

national Year of Disabled People, the Sir

James and Lady Pieris Cheshire Home is

having an exciting and active time.

Sri Lankans know little about Cheshire

Homes. I was invited by Mrs. Alfreda dc Silva

to give a talk over the radio during her pro—

gramme of “Family Circle” on 23rd March

1981.

The Singhalesc and Hindu New Year was

well celebrated on the 9th April and the

residents organised and acted a play.

The most exciting and happy news we

received was of the appointment of Group

Captain Leonard Cheshire as a member of the

Order of Merit. Our sincere gratitude to him

always and we look forward to his guidance for

many years to come.

Two of our residents, Gunasiri and Mary,

had the opportunity to attend the International

Camp for Disabled Persons in Gronolen

Fjellgard, Norway, from 2lst July to 9th

August. This Camp was sponsored by the

Norwegian Lions Club and the Nugegoda

Lions Club in Sri Lanka attended to all the

necessary requirements and arrangements for

Gunasiri and Mary. They have returned with a

full report and had a lot to narrate to the other

residents in the Home. Mary and Gunasiri

were also able to spend the evenings at the

Health Sports Centre and are now keen to

follow up their training in pedal cycling,

swimming, gymnastics and horse riding. A



week’8 stay with a Norwegian family after the

camp has given them an idea of the Norwegian

way of life.

Mr. Wim Van Ernich from the Moller

Institute in Holland was on a two month

attachment and resided at the Mount Lavinia

Home to Observe. The new workshop, a gift

from the Leonard Cheshire Foundation Inter-

national, is an assest to Sri Lanka. Named

“Cheshire Hall”, it was opened on the 12th

October, 1980. It is a hive of activity, with

Patrick, a resident, a trained instructor for the

residents and Day Care cases to learn a trade.

The most profitable venture is the making of

rush mats and we now have the generous offer

of a woodwork machine from the British Wives

Welfare Group.

Committee Members, residents and staff are

now extremely busy helping me to organise the

Exhibition and Sale of work which is to be held

on 31st October.

 

Khartoum Cheshire Home

In 1972 the decision was taken to set up a home

in Khartoum to provide services for mentally

and physically handicapped children. After the

initial stages of forming a committee, finding

suitable premises and adapting them, and

employing staff, the home eventually became

functional in December 1974. At first only 5

children were admitted as residents until exten—

sions to the buildings were finished. In July

1976 it became fully operational with 12 chil—

dren resident and accepting as day patients

those who live near enough for their parents to

bring them.

The home caters for mentally and physically

handicapped children who will benefit from

treatment primarily, but also accepts those for

whom little can be done except perhaps to

enrich their lives in a small way and to give

support to their parents.

Most of the children suffer from polio—

myelitis or cerebral palsy. Treatment consists

of orthopaedic operations to correct deformities

followed by physiotherapy. Operations are per—

formed at Soba Hospital by a University of

Khartoum surgeon. Physiotherapy is treatment

by exercise and aims at helping the child attain

the highest functional level of which he is

capable. Children who have had polio will be

fitted with calipers to support their legs as
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necessary, and are taught to walk either

unaided or using crutches or sticks to help the .~

balance.

Cerebral palsy is brain damage which can

either be acquired during or after birth, or

congenitally. Damaged brain cells cannot be

replaced and this results in abnormal or

retarded development of the child. Children

suffering from cerebral palsy are given special

exercises and positions which help them to

overcome their disabilities. They are taught to

dress and feed themselves and given toilet

training in order that they can be as functionally

independent and mobile as possible. Parents

are encouraged to observe and participate as

much as possible so that the therapy can be

continued in the child’s home.

The Government provides a teacher and for

many children this is their first experience of

school. After rehabilitation every effort is made

to see the child attends school near his home,

and if necessary a wheelchair is provided if the

distance is too far to walk.

Financially the home is entirely dependant

on voluntary contributions, most of which have

to be found here in Khartoum. Funds for

capital expense can sometimes be found abroad,

but for food and everyday running expenses,

calipers and boots, wages and transportation—

we rely on the generosity and goodwill of indi-

viduals and groups within the local community.

There is a voluntaiy physiotherapist and a

nurse full time. An orthopaedic surgeon and

paediatrician hold weekly clinics at the home,

and there are three hospital beds available at

the Soba University Hospital per week,

A workshop run by V.S.O. technicians has

been established, making all orthopaedic

appliances and to train a local apprentice. A

flat for the physiotherapist is being built

together with an extra room for additional

expansion.

 

“Skylarks”—a Winged

Fellowship Holiday Home,

Nottingham

David Clough, Centre Manager

It is more than ‘20 years since the then WVS

first organised fortnightly holidays for physically

handicapped people of the London Borough of  



 

    

A serious discussion on art

Bermondsey. They went to Grange Farm, at

Chigwell in Essex, on a camp which belonged

to the City Parochial Foundation. Out of such

small beginnings, Mrs. Joan Brander, with the

support of her late husband, Sir Patrick and

Lady Hamilton and a few friends, formed a

charity called the Winged Fellowship Trust.

Holidays in Essex continued and soon the

demand had far outstripped available accom-

modation, It became clear that a purpose—built,

centrally heated centre would be a very great

asset and go some way towards meeting the

needs of severely physically handicapped

people who were unable to have a holiday

except where special care and equipment were

provided.

As the result of a substantial donation in

1963, Crabhill House, South Nutfield, Surrey

was acquired and a ground floor wing added to

take 32 guests. Specially designed and

equipped, it provided a centre which could be

open all the year round. Since then with

donations and effort from all over the country,

two new purpose-built centres have been

opened—“Jubilee Lodge” in Essex and

“Skylarks” in Nottinghamshire. The Trust is

now able to cater for nearly 2,000 severely

physically handicapped people for fortnightly

holidays from March to December each year,

In 1980 the total number of guests using the

three centres was 1,740, which is approxi-

mately 90 per cent occupancy. Bookings for
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accommodation were initiated and arranged

through a number of sources: Privately

arranged 47%; Social Services 36%; Volun~

tary Organisations 13%; Health authorities

4%. Some interesting comparisons can be

made between the three centres. Out of the 36

per cent bookings initiated by Social Services,

about 20 per cent were from London boroughs.

But at “Skylarks” in Nottingham, 56 per cent

of bookings were privately initiated as opposed

to only 38 per cent at the other two centres.

Functions of the Trust

The main functions of the Trust is to provide

specially designed, equipped and furnished

centres for holidays and also to arrange holiday

programmes. In providing holidays a number

of objectives are fulfilled. It gives holiday

makers the opportunity for a break from the

normal constraints of daily living and offers a

range of activities which may not normally be

available to them. Also, it provides the usual

daily carers of the guests a respite from the

unremitting demand of physical care. Oppor—

tunities for volunteers are numerous as the

organisation of the holiday depends on their

day—to-day involvement.

This availability of volunteers to help the

holiday guests is a significant feature of the

holiday service provided by the Winged

Fellowship. One group play an all—important

part in providing service support to the centres,

so enabling the small centre staffs to operate

them more efficiently. But the majority of

volunteers are engaged in assisting guests to

use the facilities and participate in holiday pro-

grammes as fully as they choose. Within the

three centres some 2,000 volunteers are accom—

modated annually; they stay on average for two

weeks. Those whose main focus of activity is

helping the centres to run smoothly often live

locally and attend on a rota throughout the

year to undertake their voluntary tasks.

Volunteers are from all age groups, nationalities

and backgrounds.

No attempt is made to link guests and

volunteers and if linking occurs it is on the

basis of the shared social relationship which

develops between two people. While a number

of volunteers may arrive imbued with a sense of

“giving” service, many leave having

discovered that a shared experience means

receiving as well as giving. Voluntary work at

“Skylarks” can give participants new insights

about themselves and the problems that dis—



abled people face in being seen as full members

of society.

“Skylarks”

The Nottingham centre accommodates 36

guests in single storey, well appointed accom—

modation. More basic accommodation in a

three storey block is available for 28 volunteers.

Some staff accommodation is also available.

Located in a green fields area “Skylarks” is in

fact only minutes from the centre of Nottingham

and it has been designed to approximate as

closely as possible to a holiday hotel all rooms

open out to a garden terrace and public rooms

are bright and airy. Every attempt is made to

provide guests with the opportunity to do as

they wish and efforts made to ensure that one

volunteer per guest is available. With the high

guest/volunteer ratio, guests are not expected

to be accompanied by escorts.

 

Transport

Giving holiday opportunities geared to the

wishes of a disparate group of individuals

whose common bond may only be one of very

many different physical disabilities can provide

many problems over transport. “Skylarks” has

at its disposal a double—decker bus which can

accommodate wheelchair passengers for group

outings. There are also two other vehicles for

smaller groups or individuals who may wish to

pursue specialist or individual interests and

these are probably used more often than the

larger bus, because guests are encouraged to

determine their own holiday plans.

Varied Activities

Since Summer 1978 the range of recreational

activities has been extended and the potential

of new ideas and the opportunities to promote

them are always actively considered. In 1981

activities have included outdoor camping,

horse riding, swimming, canoeing, sailing,

fishing, archery, barge trips, visits to stately

homes, theatres and concerts and museums.

Special interest holidays have also been a

feature at “Skylarks” and to date these have

covered music, art, nature conservation,

theatre and drama.

Holidays Abroad

Group visits have been made by French dis»

abled people. An extension of this idea

developed during 1981 and the Fellowship’s

London Headquarters organised hotel holidays
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in France, Switzerland, Germany, Denmark

and Spain (Majorca)—a far cry from the

modest, albeit enthusiastic operation set into

being by the \NVS!

Widening Horizons

While the importance is acknowledged of

allowing guests to do what they like in their

own time, they are encouraged to participate in

new recreational activities and so explore the

possibilities of new pleasures and enjoyment.

For some guests the opportunity to extend their

range of activities is as important as the enjoy-

ment of it. For others, the range of activities

may be daunting, but in a holiday atmosphere

where achievement is not a primary goal, the

willingness to “have a go” may demonstrate to

the participant at physical capacity hitherto

unknown. This awareness may be the basis ofa

new willingness to try again or try even more.

For many disabled people (and particularly

those who consider their lives characterised by

failure or a diminishing capacity to function)

such an experience may have a far—reaching

impact on their self-perception, sense of self

value and esteem. In the holiday atmosphere

demands are naturally made of guests to

function in a social milieu unfamiliar to them.

Because of the nature of their disabilities many

have daily lives with few new social contacts

and experiences, so the new, less protected

environment encourages the mobilisation of

social and personal skills which, if successfully

used, can help guests to face more boldly social

situations which previously seemed daunting.

Whilst never losing sight of the primary

purpose of the W'inged Fellowship holidays, it

 

“I had that on a Christmas card!"  



 

 

is valuable to consider their secondary gains.

For many guests, such a break,in an environ—

ment where they are encouraged to develop

new interests and make choices for themselves,

may promote reconsideration of their life

situations and their normal patterns of response

to people or events. This in turn can lead

towards a greater degree of integration into a

wider society—a society which is just beginning

to give a degree of acceptance to the disabled

people in its midst,

Takenfrom the Social Work Service Magazine No.27.

 

 

  

Brooke Bond Oxo and Spar Stores ran a joint

promotion for charity, asking shoppers to hand

in Brooke Bond Oxo labels, giving 1p for each

label received. The Leonard Cheshire Foun-

dation was one of the charities to benefit.

The photograph showsAir Chief Marshal

Sir Christopher Foxley-Norris, Chairman of

the Foundation, receiving a cheque for £1000

from Mr. John Irish, Managing Director of

Spar Ltd.
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D. H. Lawrence Country

He sits,

On his perch

In his cage;

Intermittently

Taking in at one end

Putting out at the other:

The Ultimate

In Institutionalisation.

And I think ofD. H. Lawrence

Towards the end,

When he wrote

Of his diseased lungs—

That they were the result

Of societal repression;

And tho’ the word

Is not in

The Oxford Concise

I think I know

What he meant. . .

And I look again at the canary

Against the grey and weeping sky.

Elizabeth Greenwood

 

Pub Welcomes Disabled

1981 is the Year of the Disabled. Truman

Taverns North have decided to make their con—

tribution by opening a new pub, their first with

special facilities for the disabled, the Royal

Oak, Islington.

 

Members of the ls/ington Disablement Association Day

Centre including Mayoress of is/ington, Lady Mayor of

ls/ington with licensees Pat and Mike Davies and Cliff

Young, General Manager of Truman Taverns North

 



The Story Behind the Cheshire First Day Cover

for the IYDP 25th March 1981

by Mr. David Cole

By 1979 I had been selling stamps for quite a

few of the Cheshire Homes and I was wonder—

ing what else I could do to help with fund-

raising.

Something I had read in the “Cheshire

Smile” about the forthcoming IYDP in 1981

set me thinking. Was there some way in which

more money could be raised and in which

more publicity could be achieved? Some weeks

later I read in the Philatelic trade press that a

set of four stamps to commemorate the IYDP

would be issued in September 1981.

The idea gelled. Why not see if the Post

Office could be persuaded to designate one of

the stamps a “Cheshire” stamp and further-

more why not issue a special Cheshire First

Day Cover?

A visit to HQ then at 7 Market lVIews,

confirmed that Mr Arthur Bennett and Group

Captain Cheshire himself were enthusiastic

about the idea.

Boosted with this formidable backing and

helped with an introduction from the Foun—

dation’s Public Relations Consultant Bill

Simpson, to the Director of Postal Marketing

at the Post Office, I had lengthy correspon—

dence and phone calls over the next few weeks.

But alas, the powerful Stamp Design Panel

had different ideas and a special “Cheshire”

stamp was not to be.

However I forged ahead with the concept of

having a special Cheshire Foundation First

Day Cover featuring the IYDP stamps.

The months went by and quotes were

obtained from the leading First Day Cover

producers in the market.

Finally I selected the firm Cotswold Covers

of Marshfield, Wilts, and under the capable

guidance of their Director Mr. Paul Smith

they undertook to diestamp the envelopes,

circularise the trade, stick the stamps on the

envelopes and take them all to Petersfield Post

Office.

The choice of the main subject for the illus-

tration on the envelope was easy: the world

famous face of the Founder, Group Captain

Cheshire, was a must, but what about the

background?

I suggested Le Court, being the first

Cheshire Home, would be a popular back-

ground subject and would also be a suitable
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idea for the date stamp which was going to

cancel the stamps. You will note that this is

very well depicted on the circular date stamp

and is the reason why all the envelopes had to

be posted in Petersfield, the nearest postal

town to Le Court.

The Artwork and design were enthusiasti-

cally approved by Bill Simpson and so another

step had been taken: there was no going back

now!

September 1981 was the scheduled issue

date for the stamps and all the timing had

been planned to this date line, It was thought

that the Summer months could be spent by the

various Cheshire Homes taking orders at their

Summer fetes and other fundraising events.

Suddenly however there was a change of

plan by the Post Office and they announced

that the 25th March 1981, six months earlier,

was to be the new issue date. This was very

worrying and Information Officer, Wally

Sullivan. immediately set about advising the

Homes about the cover and seeing that articles

about its forthcoming issue, appeared in the

various stamp magazines.

The bandwagon was now rolling! Cotswold

Covers Ltd diestamped the envelopes and cir-

cularised all their trade contacts, Paul Smith’s

advice in these matters was invaluable.

The issue date of 25th lVIarch arrived: the

feverish activity of many Cheshire supporters

and stamp collectors up and down the land

ceased and there was a calm; too late now to

get that First Day Cover personally addressed.

Well, you know the rest, I am glad to say

everyone seemed pleased. Two things sur-

prised me. Firstly how well the Cheshire

Homes did with their individual sales consider—

ing the very short space of time they had to

slot it in to their fundraising programmes and

secondly the huge number (nearly 1000) who

chose the more expensive cover personally

signed by Group Captain Cheshire—a great

personal tribute to him as I am sure everyone

will agree.

Editor '5 note: Didtyou know that Mr. David Cole of

Charity Stamp Service; Nightingales, Langshott

I/Vaod, Harley, Surrqy, RH6 9LN will purrhase

your used portage stamps? I/Vrite to him at the above

address for further detailr.  
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Estate to integrate

handicapped opens in

Bournemouth

The first project of The Cheshire Foundation

Housing Association to provide joint housing

for handicapped and able bodied people within

the community was opened in October in

Magpie Close, Bournemouth by Lady Sue

Ryder of Warsaw, wife of Group Captain

Leonard Cheshire. ,

The estate provides nineteen specially

adapted flats for elderly and able bodied

people, and eight bungalows for handicapped

people. A Community Assistant will live on

the estate and will answer any emergency calls

for assistance. Apart from this, handicapped

people will manage their own lives. Furnish-

ings and decorations have been chosen by

them.

Theresa.Morley
Typewritten text
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The estate, which is near to The James

Burns Cheshire Home, Bournemouth, is one

of many similar schemes planned which are

designed to provide handicapped people with

the opportunity to live in specially adapted

accommodation alongside the able bodied. Six

further projects in various parts of the country

are now at the planning stage.

The Cheshire Foundation Housing Associ—

ation is an independent body but works closely

with The Leonard Cheshire Foundation who

will be supplying a Family Support Service for

handicapped tenants who require part—time

help in their lives.

We hope to publish further details together with an

article on the Housing Association in the Spring Issue.

,sSQeK

A New Found Freedom

I often wonder where we all would be,

If it hadn’t been for our dear G.C.,

Perhaps stuck in some geriatric ward,

With nothing to do and thoroughly bored.

Or in some backroom in a relative’s home,

With too many steps and unable to roam.

But in a Cheshire Home where the floors are

level,

And corridors wide, we are able to revel,

In a new found freedom and a chance to

choose.

New friends, new hobbies, and only tensions

to lose.

The staff, they too, where would they all be,

In ashop, office or dreary factory.

But with a job worth doing and a job well

done,

‘36?

There’s time for some laughter, time for some

fun. .

As escorts on a trip to a countryside pub,

To a theatre, cinema or working mens club.

Up the Great Orme and down the Conwy

Valley,

Off to the beach and a promenade chalet.

So we thank you dear Leonard, for giving

something back,

After your wartime exploits, thankfully dodg-

ing the flak,

Your vision of Cheshire Homes has now

spread worldwide,

And you name will forever be mentioned with

pride.

By Tony Brown,
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Falling Short

by Hazel Brothers

What crueller blow to self-esteem could there

be than to know that people cannot bear to look

at you? Yet this put-down is taken for granted,

even within the disablement organisations; one

society leaflet says that some of its children are

“too crippled to be photographed”! The

notion that certain people aren’t to be looked at

is a small step away from the idea that they are

not to be listened to, thought about, considered

or loved. They can be ignored. We must save

our looking and loving for the young, beautiful

and agile stereotypes depicted on the advertis-

ing hoardings. I hope to show that this attitude

towards disability has its roots in, or is at least

encouraged by, the advertising industry.

When the human body can vary so much—

from the allegedly unphotographable to the

glamorous ad models—it is extraordinary that

advertisers choose their images from one

extreme on the looks graph. Goodness knows

they don’t aim their copy at the equivalent

extreme on the IQ graph, presumably because

they want to appeal to the majority of people,

those who are of average intelligence. But when

it comes to our bodies they forget the average.

What they seem not to realise is that far from

identifying with their models most of us are

antagonised by this glorification of youth,

beauty and agility. The more we fall short of

the glamorous image, the more excluded we

feel, and those who suffer most are people with

noticeable disabilities. Apart from their role of

up—market beggars in the charities’ posters,

disabled people only appear in ads to sell

products only disabled people need—wheel-

chairs, walking frames, hearing aids, even

glasses.

People with disabilities are seldom shown in

the media, presumably because they think we

can’t cope with the sight of that sort of person;

we don’t want to become involved with them.

Most of all we don’t want to be reminded that

gradually or suddenly we might find ourselves,

or those close to us, looking like that. If such a

barrier of distaste and dread has been built up,

what a difficult job it’s going to be to adjust and

live positively if or when we encounter dis—

ability at close quarters.

Society decides what shall be a handicap, so

society can, if it wants to, remove handicaps.

For example, Chinese foot-binding disabled

women, but it was not a handicap, because it

was fashionable. Similarly, the disability of

poor sight is corrected by glasses, but the

glasses become a handicap if you feel that they

stop you competing for admiration, and since

general ads seldom show someone wearing

glasses (though 43% of the population do),

they encourage the myth that glasses make you

unattractive.

Advancing age is itself treated by the media

as if it were a disability even though the indi—

vidual may be perfectly tit and well. Here

again, advertisements play on our sense of

security and would have us think only youth

and beauty and agility are admirable: anything

else we should try to hide. “Get rid of tell-tale

age marks!” Women especially are the victims

of this oppression. Over the years Richard

Baker’s and Kenneth Kendall’s faces have

become more and more interestingly lived—in,

and they need glasses now to read us the news,

yet they are—quite rightly—accepted by their

audiences. But where do television’s women go

when they pass the Vogue cover stage.

Everyone with a disability, slight or severe,

tries to come to terms with it in their own

personal way, but one struggle common to all

is trying to convince yourself that you are

likeable, in spite of how you look. Advertising’s

preoccupation with glamour and machismo

actually adds to the handicapping effect of dis—

ability.

I would like to see advertising drop its

pitiless and boring stereo—typing, and adopt

and then—using its great influence—spread a

more kindly approach to life, emphasising

relationships rather than using the shallow

criterion of appearances: and encouraging an

appreciation, an enjoyment even, of people’s

differences. One of IYDP’s aims is to make

disabled people a part of society, not apart

from it, so let us see disabled people on street

hoardings, on TV commercials, in magazine

ads—not in their usual roles, but as people who

drink beer, eat mints after dinner, and are as

bad as anyone else at telling butter from

margarine.
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HOLIDAY CARE SERVICE

Holiday Care Service

Planning and arranging a holiday should be

an exciting time—browsing through bro—

chures, discussing it with the family or friends

and then with the travel agent. But the special

problems created by disability—be it a broken

leg, impaired vision, or inability to move

unaided—can make the whole business frus—

trating and difficult.

Until now holiday information could cer-

tainly be obtained from a wide variety of

sources, but did you know where to start? The

Holiday Care Service has been set up to over—

come this problem and to provide a centralised

supply of information concerning all aspects of

a wide range of holidays for very varied needs.

The Service was launched at the beginning of

this year as a registered charity, and since then

we have handled several thousand enquiries

ranging from information about guest houses

in Bournemouth to tours of Korea!

Individuals, or their families, friends, or

those who care for them, can telephone or

write, explaining the problem and what sort of

holiday they are looking for. Rather than

making the bookings ourselves, we provide as

many suggestions as possible, bearing in mind

any special requirements or preferences,

enabling the enquirer to make his or her own

choice. That choice may concern hotels, guest

houses, self-catering chalets, flats or bunga-

lows, caravans or tents.

Alternatively, someone may require details

of the various forms of transport to, from and

at a holiday destination, useful publications

and guides, inclusive holidays in the United

Kingdom and abroad, escort services and poss-

ible sources of financial help towards a holiday.

We hold information about all types of holi-

days, whether commercially operated or organ—

ised by voluntary associations catering for

special disabilities or particular needs. Because

this information is constantly changing and

being added to, we do not publish our own

brochures or guides, but prefer to answer each

enquiry on an individual basis.

In addition to the collection and provision

of information, we are actively involved in

encouraging the travel industry to provide for,

and take account of the needs of people who

have special holiday requirements.

If you would like information or advice,it

obviously helps us to help you if you can give

us some guidance aboutthe kind of holiday

you want, where you would like to go, what

sort of budget you are working to, and also

any special requirements you may have.

The Holiday Care Service can be contacted

by letter or telephone at:
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Publications

 

Books on Care of Disabled

The Leonard Cheshire Foundation has

launched two challenging books on the care of

handicapped people as its contribution to The

International Year of Disabled People.

The books, Care of the Physically Handi-

capped in Residential Homes, and, Family

Support Services for Physically and Nlentally

Handicapped People in their own Homes,

emphasise and develop in a series of practical

steps the fundamental rights of handicapped

people to live normal lives, as much “like

other people” as possible whether they live in

the community or in a residential home.

They were presented to the public at a

meeting at Colour Film Services, Portman

Place, London, which was attended by rep-

resentatives of Social Services Departments,

Department of Health and Social Security,

National Council of Voluntary Organisations,

Mr. David Ennals, MP, former Secretary of

State for Social Services, Health Visitors

Association, King’s Fund Centre, RADAR,

Cheshire Foundation Family Support Services

and personnel from the Leonard Cheshire

Foundation. At this meeting a specially made

film was shown entitled “It Makes All the

Difference”, with commentary by Jonathan

Dimbleby.

The film featured those physically and men—

tally handicapped people who are able to con-

tinue living in their own homes through the

help of the Family Support Services in three

areas of Hampshire. It portrayed how valuable

this side of caring for the handicapped can be

in the community in the showing of the care

attendants and the clients they serve.

COMPASS—The Direction-

finder for Disabled People

by Patricia Rock

COMPASS is a unique new publication, a

direction finder, pointing the way towards the

rights, benefits, aids and services available for

disabled people.

From the broad and complex field of dis-

ablement rights, Patricia Rock, formerly DIG

Trust’s Advisory and Information Officer, has

extracted the most vital details and presented

them simply and precisely. The complexities

of Social Security provisions, lists of societies

forspecific groups of handicap such as the

blind, deaf, children and elderly people are

succinctly mentioned. In addition, there are

sections on employment, holidays, leisure and

sports activities. In short, the handbook is

designed to make information for disabled

people easy to read at an economic price.

The handbook will be welcomed by disabled

people and their advisers, from the profes~

sional, para—medical person to the voluntary

lay adviser wishing to help a disabled friend or

relative.

Price: £1.95. £1.00 to disabled people. Free

to disabled students, plus postage.

For further details contact: Compass: Dis~

ablement Income Group Charitable Trust,

Attlee House, 28 Commercial Street, London,

E1 6LR.

. . . . Friends in Deed. Three

Care Attendant Schemes for

the younger Physically

Disabled in Hampshire

A Research Report by Robin Lovelock with

foreword by Rt. Hon. David Ennals M.P.

Social Services Research and Intelligence Unit, £4.00

Friends in Deed is the detailed research report

of a two year experiment being carried out in

three separate parts of Hampshire of a Care

Attendant Service for the Younger Physically

Disabled. The scheme offers suitable support

to disabled people in the community, supple—

menting but not replacing other services.

All three projects are jointly financed by

Hampshire County Council and Hampshire

Area Health Authority. The study demon—

strates that there can be a very successful

liaison between the voluntary sector and Gov—

ernment agencies. The research report shows

quite clearly that a Care Attendant Service is

a much needed addition to those already pro-

vided, offering a chance for the severely dis—

abled to remain at home and to enjoy a



meaningful life, at the same time allowing

relatives and other carers to have a regular

respite from the drudgery of day-to-day care

act1v1ties.

The report has many useful tables and stat—

istics to satisfy the more academic reader. It is

a volume of study that should be required

reading for any Social Service Department or

Local Authority contemplating the improve—

ment of care services. In fact, a document that

could influence the whole aspect of caring for

the severely disabled in the next decade.

Hoists and Their Use

The Disabled Living Foundation has published

a new and important textbook entitled “Hoists

and Their Use” by Christine Tarling,

MBAOT. This much needed book is the first

in its field. It has three main aims:— first, to

gather all the available information on different

types of hoists so that the correct hoist and

slings can be chosen: there is a report on each

hoist showing clearly its special points; second,

to explain how the heavyjob of lifting can best

be done so that families, nurses and others will

in the future use hoists and not suffer back

damage; third, to help disabled people to man-

age their own hoists and lifting themselves

whenever possible.

The author, Miss Christine Tarling, a very

experienced senior occupational therapist, who

is also a well known specialist on aids, took a

year to research and write the book. She visited

many hospitals and homes and also disabled

people in their own houses or flats, hence

many of the helpful ideas in the book came

from the hoist users themselves, and have

therefore been well tried out.

The book, which is fully illustrated with

clear line drawings by Bill Brennan, is meant

to be a textbook for those caring for disabled

people, and especially for those working in

long stay hospitals or in homes. It is also

intended for those who have to prescribe hoists:

perhaps its most important use will be in

training. However, those who are severely

disabled themselves, or who have a severely

disabled person in their family, will find it a

mine of information as well.

Copies of the book are available from the

Disabled Living Foundation, 346 Kensington

High Street, London W14 8N5 for £8.00 which

includes postage and packing.

The Greater London Association for the Disabled

produce a number of information sheets on

topics of particular interest to disabled people.

Their most recent issue entitled Benefits for

Handicapped People of Pension Age concen—

trates on cash benefits and benefits that save

you money. These sheets are free of charge to

disabled individuals who send a stamped and

addressed envelope to the Information

Department, GLAD, 1 Thorpe Close,

London, WIO 5XL.

Copies for organisations are available at a

cost of 5p each or £2.50 for 50, plus packing

and postage.

 

Small Advertisements

Pencils, superb ball-pens, combs, diaries, bran

tub toys, etc., gold stamped with Church name.

Raise funds quickly—easily. Repeat orders

assured. Details: NORTHERN NOVELTIES, Spen-

cer House, Spring Gardens, Bradford BD1 3HE.

FOR SALE: Electric—powered ”Posturecare" bed.

Fully adjustable and operated by two switches to

adjust bed to any position from sitting to hori-

zontal or head—down position. Unused and as

new. Cost £545. Reasonable offers invited. Ring

Susy Large, Upper Warlingham (820) 3801.

If anyone in the homes has anything that they

wish to sell or exchange the editors will be

de/ighted to accept their smal/ advertisement free

of charge.
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Deaths

Edward Malcolm Wallace resident at Cann

House for 3 months. Died 16th September,

1981 aged 47 years.

Jim Ford, a resident at The John Masetield

Cheshire Home, died on 25th October, 1981,

aged 54 years.

Acknowledgement

Mrs. J. P. Ford would like to thank the staff,

helpers and residents of the John Maselield

Cheshire Home for the love and kindness

shown to her and her family during the time

that her husband was a resident there. He was

happy and could not have been better cared

for. May God bless you all.

 

Obituaries

Pat Deverill

It is with infinite sadness that we report the

death of Pat Deverill, a resident whose death

leaves a gap in James Burn House that will be

only too well understood by the many outside

the House who knew her also. Because of her

own experiences, Pat was keenly appreciative

of the care and opportunities that the home

had to offer and she played a full part in its

life, being both Chairman and, later,

Treasurer of the Residents’ Association and

representing us on all manner of occasions.

She loved companionship and activity and took

every opportunity of going on outings, many

of them with the local branch of the Multiple

SclerOsis Society, which she attended regularly.

A Cheshire Home aims to be “a place of

hopeful endeavour” and she was always on

the alert for new ideas in the treatment of

M.S., some of which she applied resolutely in

her own case. But perhaps the most vivid

memory for visitors and residents alike is of

Pat, ever-busy with knitting or crochet, col—

lecting money, making lists, playing bridge,

partnering Olive in the sale of greetings cards,

voicing her opinion in characteristically

spirited — frequently witty — fashion. She

was steadfast in her affliction and gained the

affection of us all.

Jonathan Windle

It was on September 25th—a year to the day

since Jonathan Windle came to Le Court, that

he died unexpectedly in his sleep. Born in

1)

r

O

Harrogate, Jonathan had suffered from mus-

cular dystrophy since he was seven years old.

He attended Eastbourne College even though

from the age of 13, his life was restricted to a

wheelchair. When he was 16 the family moved

to the New Forest area in Hampshire. Mean—

while Jonathan continued his education at

home and gained five ‘0’ levels.

A steam railway fanatic, he became a mem-

ber ofthe Bluebell and Watercress Lines, along

with the New Forest Railway Society. Wildlife

became another of his great interests. Even

though he had little use of his hands,

Jonathan’s alert brain enabled him to help the

New Forest Tapes for the Handicapped Society

in its formative years, and he took great pride

in being awarded the Muriel Braddick Trophy

in the “Able Through Disability” recording

contest open to all the handicapped in the

South of England—and inevitably his winning

tape was an on-the-spot commentary of the

Bluebell Railway Line.

Le Court opened up a new life for Jonathan

as he made many friends and took on new

interests. He became a member of the

Anglican Chapel Committee, and other activ-

ities included helping in the recording studio

where tapes for “Cheshire Voice77 are made

and sent to the other Cheshire Homes in the

U.K. And of course there was always the

railways .only a week before he died

Jonathan made his first trip in British Rail’s

new high—speed train, along with a lifetimc’s

ambition to look around the York railway

museum.

It is indeed a tragedy that his life should end

so suddenly without warning.



Neville Thomas

On September 21st, after a long painful illness

endured without complaint, Neville Thomas

died. Nev had been at Le Court since 1954

and had been one of the best loved characters

here because of his warmth and sense of

humour and fun. He was a good and gentle

man.

Nev was born at Shoreham-on—Sea in 1918,

and he lived there until he came to Le Court.

Coming here opened up new horizons and in

1958 he initiated the Le Court Film Unit with

three other residents, Laurie, Brian and

Barbara. These four, with Neville as Producer

and the late Ian Curtis as Technical Adviser,

made four successful films about Le Court or

gadgets. He was a photographer of some tal—

ent, particularly good at portraiture, which

included official portraits for Le Court files.

But Neville’s greatest contribution to Le

Court was his own personality. Nobody ever

actually admitted to seeing his vaunted collec—

tion of naughty photographs. For years he

rejoiced in “fillies”, in fact any feminine mem—

ber of staff. All the young girls who passed

through Le Court, and quite a lot of the older

ones, have been comforted by his embrace,

and ex—members of staff always made a beeline

for him and there were scenes of affectionate

exuberance. Feeding Nev was a popular job

because his arm would steal round his feeder’s

waist and a look of awful glee would light up

his face. Although he was a sociable man,

inside there always seemed to be a loner until

he and Winnie Storey, a widow from Netley,

began their romance.

On July 14th, 1973 he and Win were mar-

ried at Greatham Church and they were the

first two residents to live at Le Court as a

married couple. The last eight years were

tremendously enriched by their marriage,

which was one of give and take. He pulled her

leg, she scolded him, but it generally ended up

with Win going into peals of laughter. It was

a measure of the feeling for Nev and Win that

two busloads of residents and staff went to

Greatham Church for the funeral on

September 25th. A Memorial Service was held

for Neville on the 15th October.

Phyllis Webb

It was a very sad day for us at “Saltways ‘ on

September 18th when one of our founder mem—

bers, and much loved and respected residents,

Miss Phyllis Webb passed away. Phyl arrived

at “Saltways” just before the Christmas of

1975, from the Cheshire Home at Timsbury,

near Bath, she was about the fifth resident to

join our newly formed home. Although she

was severely disabled with rheumatoid arthri-

tis, Phyl was willing to “have a go” at most

things, we have memories of her lovely

embroidery she did and, because of her great

love of birds, her many bird sketches. One of

her aims while she was with us was to contrib-

ute as much as she could to fund raising, she

was a great example to us all for her personal

part in raising money for us. Phyl will be

greatly missed in many ways, not least of all

for the many very moving “thank you”letters

she wrote to people who donated money and

gifts to “Saltways”;

She taught us the art of courage and deter—

mination. It was a privilege to have known

her.

R. Stewart Thompson died 6th September,

1981. Stewart came to Carnsalloch on the 4th

September, 1976 and during his early life at

the home he showed great interest in the

outdoor life and spent many hours assisting his

fellow residents to enjoy the beautiful sur-

roundings. His love of music and the warmth

of his smile will be missed by all at

Carnsalloch,

James G. Campbell, known as Hamish to all

his friends suddenly departed this life whilst on

holiday at Oaklands. Garstang on 16th

September, 1981. Hamish entered the family

life of Carnsalloch on 28th l\4arch, 1972 and

brought with him the indescribable strength of

a true Highlander. The support and love he

gave his fellow residents has, and will be,

greatly missed. We offer our sincere thanks to

all staff and residents at Oaklands for their

care to Hamish and kindness shown to the

family at Carnsalloch.

  



 

1 THE LEONARD CHESHIRE

FOUNDATION

Registered as a Charity Number 218186

Leonard Cheshire House, 26—29 Maunsel

Street, London SW1P 2QN.

Tel. 01—828—1822

Patron: Her Majesty The Queen

Founder: Group Capt. Leonard Cheshire,

VC, OM, DSO, DFC

Chairman: Sir Christopher

GCB, DSO, OBE, MA.

Trustees: Peter Allot, Esq.; Dr F. Beswick;

Group Capt. G. L. Cheshire, VC, OM, DSO,

DFC; Lady Sue Ryder Cheshire, CMG, OBE;

R. E. Elliott, Esq.; Mrs P. K. Farrell, JP; D.

Greig, Esq.; Dr Wendy Greengross; G. Reid

Herrick, Esq.;J. H. lnskip, Esq., QC; B. R.

Marsh, Esq.; Sir Henry Marking, KCVO,

CBE, MC; LadyJune Onslow; Mrs G. Pattie;

The Hon. Sir Peter Ramsbotham, GCMB,

GCVO; D. M. Roe, Esq.; Peter Rowley, MC;

Mrs. P. Rowntree; J. Threadingham, Esq.,

OBE; N. R. Trahair, Esq.; J. V. Tindall,

Esq.; Mrs E. Topliss; H Turner, Esq.; P.

Wade, Esq.; R. B. Weatherstone, Esq.; B.

Worthington, Esq.

Director: Mr Arthur L. Bennett

Hon. Treasurer: Mr Peter Rowley, MC

Ass. Treasurer: Mrs M. Burkmar

Hon. Consultant Medical Adviser:

Dr B. Kiernander, MB, FRCP

Head ofMental Care: Mr Michael Libby

Public Relations Consultant: Mr Bill Simpson

Information Officer: Mr Wally Sullivan

Personnel {'99 Industrial Relations Adviser:

Mr A. J. Keefe, FIPM

Homes Planning Ofificer: Mr Keith Cook

Foxley-Norris,

Homes Counselling Service

Ofiiee: Leonard Cheshire House,

Maunsel Street, London SW1P 2Q_N.

Care Advisers: Mr. Hugh Bryant (SW), Mr.

Robert Hopkinson (N), Mr. Harry Lowden

(Midlands), Mrs. Alma Wise (SE)

26—29

Leonard Cheshire Homes care for the severely

and permanently handicapped. They are run

as homes, and offer the affection and freedom

of ordinary family life, the residents being

encouraged to take whatever part they can in

the day-to-day running of the house and to

develop their remaining talents. Disabled

people are admitted according to need, irres—

pective of race, Creed or social status. The

management of each home is vested in a

Committee as representative as possible of the

local community. The Leonard Cheshire

Foundation (a registered charity) is the Central

Trust, and has ultimate responsibility for all

the homes. It owns all the property, and acts

as guarantor t0 the public that the individual

homes are properly managed in conformity

with the general aims of the Foundation. Sim-

ilar charitable trusts have been established to

control the homes overseas.

THE LEONARD CHESHIRE

FOUNDATION FAMILY

SUPPORT SERVICE

The Family Support Services aim to provide

personal care and help for physically and men-

tally handicapped people living in their own

homes. It thereby helps to prevent or alleviate

stress in families with handicapped member(s)

and enables disabled people, whether living

alone or with their families, to continue living

at home for as long as possible. That is it in a

nutshell—it is probable that family support

services for disabled people (including services

under the umbrellas of other organisations)

will be greatly expanded as they meet the

needs and wishes of so many people.

Chiltern F.S.S.

Chairman: Mrs Shirley Hughes SRN, c/o The

Chiltern Home, 29 North Park, Gerrards

Cross, Bucks. Tel: Gerrards Cross (49) 86170

Organiser: Mrs Gay Reid, Croft Cottage, 2

Rickmansworth Lane, Chalfont St. Peter,

Bucks. Tel: Chalfont St. Giles 71158

Bournemouth & Poole F.S.S.

Chairman: Mrs M B Redfern, 16 Little Forest

Road, Talbot Woods, Bournemouth. Tel:

(0202) 764980

Organiser: Mrs E Viney, c/o The Grange

Cheshire Home, 2 Mount Road, Parkstone,

Poole, Dorset. Tel: (0202) 74-0188

Sherborne & District F.S.S.

Chairman: Lt Commander Mark Ross, MBE,

RN (Retd), c/o Ms Carol Ringwald

Organiser (2 days per week): Miss Carol

Ringwald, Hawthorn Lodge Cheshire Home,

Hawthorn Road, Dorchester, Dorset. Tel:

(0305) 3403
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South West Wilts F.S.S.

Chairman: Peter Bancroft Esq., Little Leigh

Cottage, East Knoyle, Salisbury, Wilts. Tel:

East Knoyle (074 783) 510

Organiser: Mrs Vicky Randall SRN, North

Hayes Farm, Matcombe, Shaftesbury, Dorset.

Tel: Shaftesbury (0747) 204

Stour Valley F.S.S.

Chairman: Miss Christine Hall, Phoenix,

Hewletts Drive, Rivers Corner, Sturminster

Newton, DTlO 2AE, Tel: Sturminster Newton

72876

Organiser: Mrs Clare Hadow, Dale Cottage,

Fifehead Neville, Sturminster Newton, Dorset.

West Dorset F.S.S.

Chairman: Mrs Judy Wilson, Manor Farm,

Wraxall, Dorchester. Evershot (093 583) 294

Organiser: Miss Carol Ringwald, Hawthorn

Lodge, Hawthorn Road, Dorchester. (0305)

3403

SPECIAL SERVICES

Flats for couples, one of whom is disabled:

Robin House, St. John’s Road, Hitchin,

Herts.

Disabled Students accommodation:

Taylor House, 16 Osler Road, Headington,

Oxford. Oxford 68620.

THE LEONARD CHESHIRE

FOUNDATION HOUSING

ASSOCIATION

General Manager: Ann Parkes, Leonard

Cheshire House, 26—29 Maunsel Street,

London, SW1P 2QN. Tel: 01—828—9535

The Leonard Cheshire Foundation Housing

Association deals with requests from groups

and individuals, or committees acting on

behalf of physically and/or mentally handi-

capped people. To acquire property or land,

apply for funding through the Housing Cor-

poration or Local Authority, and arrange for

the conversion or building of suitably adapted

accommodation. The accommodation may

range from hostels, group homes, sheltered

housing or independent houses in the com-

munity.

2 THE LEONARD CHESHIRE

FOUNDATION

INTERNATIONAL

Chairman International Committee:

Marking, KCVO, CBE, MC

International Director: Mr. Michael Palmer

Sir Henry

International Secretary: Miss Priscilla Arnold,

Leonard Cheshire House, 26—29 Maunsel

Street, London, SW 1 P 2QN, Tel:

01—828—1822

The Leonard Cheshire Foundation Inter-

national comprises some 116 homes in 36

countries throughout the world.

3 SUE RYDER FOUNDATION

Registered as a Charity Number 222291

Sue Ryder Cavendish,

C010 8AY

Founder: Lady Sue Ryder, CMG, OBE

Chairman: Mr H. N. Sporborg, CIVIC

Honorary Councillors: Group Captain G. L.

Cheshire, VC, OM, DSO, DFC, Miss E. B.

Clarke, CVO, l\/IA, BLitt (Oxford) JP, Mr.

A. J. A. Green, Mr. W. L. Morris, Mr. J.

Priest, Mr. A. Powditch, MC, Lady Ryder of

Warsaw, CMG, OBE, Mrs. 1V1. Smith, JP,

Mr. John L. Stevenson, FCS, ACIS, FTIL,

The Sue Ryder Foundation was established by

Lady Ryder during the Post W'ar Years, after

she had been doing relief work on the Conti—

nent. Its purpose was—and still is—the relief

of suffering on a wide scale by means of

personal service, helping the needy, sick and

disabled everywhere, irrespective of age, race

or religion and thus serving as a Living

Memorial to all who underwent persecution or

died in defence of human values, especially

during the two World Wars. Sue Ryder

Homes care for the sick and needy of all ages,

including children, and principally for the

incurably sick and disabled, the homeless and

those others for whom the general hospitals

can do no more and who have no suitable

place to go.

There are Sue Ryder Homes/Hospitals in

Britain and overseas.

SuffolkHome,

 



   

4 THE MISSION FOR THE

RELIEF OF SUFFERING

Registered as a Charity Number 235988

Founders: Lady Sue Ryder, CMG, OBE, and

Leonard Cheshire, VC, OM, DSO, DFC, in

association with Mother Teresa of Calcutta.

President: Mrs Lakshmi Pandit.

The Mission was founded by Lady Sue Ryder

and Leonard Cheshire for the principal pur—

pose of pioneering new projects which,

although fulfilling a clear need and in keeping

with their general aims and objects, would

probably not be undertaken by either of their

respective organisations. Four such projects

are:

Raphael, The Ryder-Cheshire International

Centre, P.O. Box 157 Dehra Dun, (Pin

248001) Up, India.

caring for a total of some 300 people in need.

Raphael comprises a colony for burnt out

leprosy cases, a Home for severely mentally

retarded children, the “Little White House”

for destitute orphaned children and a small

hospital with two separate wings, one for

Chronic patients (10 beds) plus general Nurs-

ing and the other for the treatment of TB (12

male and 14 female beds). In addition,

Raphael operates a Mobile TB and Leprosy

Clinic in the Tehri, Garhwal area of the Hima-

layan foothills. There is a Cheshire home in

Dehra Dun itself, so Raphael is not able to

appeal locally for funds. With effect from June

1976 responsibility for its financial upkeep has

been taken over by the Ryder—Cheshire Foun-

dation of Australia and New Zealand. The

administration is in the hands of a General

Council under the Chairmanship of Lt. Gen.

R. S. Hoon, PVSM, AVSM (Retd.).

Ryder-Cheshire Films, Cavendish, Suffolk

This Unit produces films and video-tape pro-

grammes about the work of the two Foun—

dations.

Details of these productions available on

request.

Raphael Pilgrimages

A Pilgrimage to Lourdes is arranged annually

for those chronically ill and permanently han—

dicapped people, many of whom would not be

accepted on other pilgrimages, and willing

helpers.

Leader of Pilgrimages: Gilbert Thompson, 23

Whitley Wood Road, Reading, Berks.

Gabriel, St. Thomas’ Mount, Madras,

South India

A training Unit for leprosy and non-leprosy

patients who are living on their own in Madras

but are incapable, through lack of a trade, of

obtaining work. Financial responsibility is

shared between India and Ryder—Cheshire

support groups in the United Kingdom.

Chairman of Governing Council: L. Nazareth.
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